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I. INTRODUCTION
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5o In the first two groups of countries, which are particularly well
endowed, the highly scattered population, the severe water problem in

the dry season away from permanent water cources and certain river

valleys with seasonal intermittent discharges,, and the relatively heavy
dependence of food, industrial and export crops and livestock on climatic
variations together point to the need to take advantage of the various
advantages of solar energy and its applications:

6, Although the third group of countries are less well endowed from tfje
point of view of availability of solar energy, they are blessed with

hydroelectric energy and perhaps also with other energy sources, "..' .
conventional or otherwise (solid, liquid, gaseous or ligneous fuels and
tidal energy or thermal power derived from the sea.). However, in-vieK of

their large rural population, their comraunications difficulties and
other problems confronting them, suoh advantages should not induce those
countries to neglect the use of solar energy, especially in its thejanal,-
applications based on greenhouse effects (solar water heaters, stills and
dryers), and the photovoltaic, thermoelectric and even thermodynamics ."".
conversion of this form of energy (direct production of electricity and
solar energy and tfteir various applications)*

7e The steady rise in the price of petroleum and its derivatives and
the onset of a worldwide energy crisis which is expected to occur in the.-,
years to comeare undoubtedly behind the renewed interest in solar energy
in the developed as well as the developing countries. The fact that all
Governments are rapidly becoming aware of the enormous possibilities
offered by the use of direct solar radiation to meet their future
energy needs and that scientists all over the world, even in countries

with relatively limited solar energy potential, are putting more and
more efforts into harnessing this source of energy, can be explained
by its chief attributes' and advantages*

'% ^olar energy is a universal source of energy in that sufficient
rflfcff &*Jf* ^^.eyeryvhereon.the errtVs surface and it con be
captured locally to satisfy numerous needs and therefore there is nS need to
transport it; It is an inexhaustible source of energy. " Life itself if
governed by the sun, so that as long as there is Hffon ea^so!^ enerey
will be found in abundance. It is c^ean. Its use does not result in sZZ
odour, noxsor waste. Ma is a considerable advance in that it cuts '
down pollution at a time when the world is investing substantial amounts
of money xn the struggle against pollution and in the effort to safepuard
human environment. Another advantage which cannot be overlooked is t£

,US! 2 /° T energY Ca" "^ a' great contribution in the campaim
against deforestatxon, which results in the deterioration of the ecos
desertifxcation and drought. ecos
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9» As an important local source of energy, solar radiation guarantees

greater independence from foreign energy sourceso Many countries are

therefore coming to view the use of solar energy as an important national

objective since their economic development in the years to come will

undoubtedly be accompanied by an ever increasing demand for energye
However, solar ensrgy presents some drawbacks, or rather inadequacies,

which she old be minimized as much as possibleo It is an intermittent

source of energy o^Iug tv the succe^^icn of da/ and night and to seasonal

variations and it is widely dispersed, meaning that large areas of land

are needed lor a large—scale industrial operation© Consequently, a heavy

initial investment may be necessary, but the operating costs of solar energy

are insignificant, even nonexistent, compared to those associated with
traditional energy sources* ■

10o Although it is hard to assess exactly the contribution which solar

energy could make within the framework of a global approach to the ■■■■>

economics of energy in different countries, it is reasonable to think that,

While its contribution will be uneven, it will have a significant effect
oh the economic and social development of the African countries. The
present status of technological development and the economic viability

in the traditional sense of this notion v*ry immensely depending on the
kinds of use envisaged© It would, howevers be risky, in the context of

African developing countries, to insist only oh the traditional rate of

return criteria, for the indirect advantages are legion and often

unquantifiafcleo In many casesj Research and Development are still needed

before installations which are satisfactory from the point of view of

conversion output and economic competitiveness are availableq

11© However, the offorr required must not cpuse African countries to ■

adopt a passive attitude in that they sit back and wait for foreign

countries to do everything at the scientific and technical level* The

independence of African countries and their future in the field of energy

will to a great extent depend on their ability to organize, execute and

develop 'their* own scientific and technical potential both in the limited

field of solar energy and new energy sources pncl in the broader field

comprising the total body of energy resources0 TbJ s highlights the urgent

need for greater co-operation at the region?.! and ^nternrtionnl levels,

and in this respect institutions such as QAU and ECA have a leading role

to playc
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11. APPLICATIONS OR USES OF SOLAR ENERG? IN AFRICA

12, If Africans aim is to make rapid and significant progress in its
national and regional development within the framework of collective

self-^reliancey it must give high priority to rural development with a
view to forestalling any concentration of population in urban areas. In
future -t will therefore be necessary to devote ths lion's share of the
development effort to-.energy infrastructure in the countryside.. This
infrastructure will necessarily comprise apparatus and installations
which make use of solar and wind energy and methane fermentation* The
exploitation of energy sources depends on the demand for energy, which is
at present very low and shows very little concentration owing to the
dispersal of the population ove- vast areas. The distribution of energy
over long distances is not a viable solution because of the obvious
problems presented by the shipment of fuel or of the prohibitive cost
of transporting electric power, even that of hydro-origin*?

13* In rural areas the problem will be one not so much of determining
the kind of general scientific research carried out at the international
level as of finding ways of adapting the findings of this research to

specific needso It is in this connexion too that the greatest socio-
psychological problems/ are encountered since development is not what is
attained merely by installing the right equipment or applying the right
technology* no matter how advanced. Its true measure may be most
accurately taken by the way people concerned accept it and the value they

attach to its results.

14. It seems possible that the use of simple techniques with low

aapital intensity would, at least in sofar as some applications of solar
energy are concerned, go a long way toward meeting urgent needs in the
rural areas* Other applications will still require a great Research and
Development effort* African countries and intergovernmental and multi
national bodies, whose objectives is to ensure that the economic and social
development of the continent progresses as rapidly as possible within the

framework of a global strategy of collective self-sufficiency, must pay

particular attention to the following sectors:

(a) Production and use of low, medium and higfti-heat potential

15& For jommon household purpose (heating and cooking ) and some
industrial or collective uses of low-heat (heating water or air for drying

certain products), solar- devices which act as greenhouses may very econo

mically replace conventional devices* The necessary technologies have

been perfected and are available, even in Africa. Before their use can

become generalized, however, there must be a policy to establish

collective facilities in rural areas and maybe also a credit policy in
urban agglomerations because of the low income of the inhabitants and the

magnitude of the initial investment requiredc
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16. Some industrial uses of wood for the production of high--temperature
heat (baking bricks and various ceramics, etc©) are aggravating defores
tation in certain areas where the practice is already causing alarm

because of the use of wood for household purposes* The substitution of

solar energy through the use of medium—performance and medium-power

kilns would help to limit environmental hazards (deforestation and its

consequences, atmospheric pollution and ecological imbalances) and would

make it possible to decentralize production©' The technology required for

this type of facility is ctill at the Research and Development stage,

but some tests are to be carried out in the Nigero

17<» The production of cold (air conditioning and refrigeration) from

solar energy is worth investigating because cold temperatures could be

used collectively in rural areas (in health establishments and for the

preservation of vaccines and perishable foods) and in urban agglomerations
(for central air conditioning of buildings or multi~family dwellings).'

Such schemes are still at the Research and Development stage although

much work has already been carried out en them*

(b) Production of mechanical or electrical energy for various low-or

medium-power devices -

18* Solar engines and turbines operating at temperatures of between

tZ and 120>3C on various kinds of organic vapour may be fueled from

flat—plate collectors, those operating at temperatures higher than 120 C

may be fueled from concentrating collectors* A power range of between

1 and 5—10 KW are especially suitable for use in supplying villages and

grasslands with waters Devices operated on between 10 and 50—100 KW

are useful for supplying farms with water (crops watered or irrigated by
surface water or underground water at varying depths)o When these units

are connected.tp: alternators, they can produce electricity for various

purposes^ The addition of accumulator batteries would then make it

possible for the units to operate at nighto

19» This type of device produced in small lots is now available on

the market for abou^; &US 40,000 per kilowatt-; If they were mass

produced, their price could be one third to one quarter of that* They

are, however, irreplaceable in outlying areas which are difficult to

reach, where the problem of supplying water and electricity is acute*

Research and Development is under way with a view to devising similar

facilities with a performance and an adequate life spano
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20. There now exist prototypes oi 50 KW solar engines capable of

irrigating hundreds of acres and of supplying entire farm co~ operatives

in areas where the maintenance of conventional pumping devices (generating
sets, motor-pumps etco) presents problems which are extremely difficult

to solve. Moreover, it is possible for a solar engine to drive an

alternator to meet the electricity demands of co-operatives* It is now

accepted that the price of cuch solar equipment will be significantly

reduced when high-power facilities begin to come into general use. With

regard to the production of electricity in connexion with the establishment

of 25- to 100 Ktf solar power stations distributing power around the clock,

the price per kilowatt*-hour will be about $US 0.15 to 0.20 in the near

future. ,

21« Photovoltaic solar cells make it possible to obtain electric power

directly from solar radiation, the yield varying at present from between

6 to 16 per cento All the uses to which electric and/or mechanical J
power may be put may thus be contemplated, including the pumping of water,

the treatment of grain, refrigeration and air conditioning and supplying

radios^ educational television and other communications apparatus.-

(transmitter—receiver sets, microwave relays, etc*)* Panels of photovoltaic

components are now available on the market at prices which vary from

between $US 10 to 40 per Watt installed, depending on the material used

and the ability of the panel to resist various atmospheric agents*

These costs are. comparable with those of solar equipment for thermo—

dynamic conyerBion, which although much more cumbersome and calling for

a .greater number of.operations, has the advantage of being partially

manufactured in Africa itself«

22. In view of the outlook for the development of technology and the

production of photovoltaic cells, it may be expected in the near future

that the cost will be one half to one third of what it is now, the announced

objective being $US 3 to 5 Per Watt installed*

23. Thermoelectric conversion of solar energy is at present less

advanced than photovoltaic conversion because of the unavoidable concen

tration of solar energy (operating temperature varying from between 350
and 700 C) and the resultant technological problems (the resistance of

semi—conductors used and the marked decline in their performance).

However, the use of material in series in thermoelectric batteries offers

possibilities for considerably higher conversion efficiency which have

not yet been adequately explored. Moreover, a reduction in the size of

the battery (components) due to a concentration factor from 100 to 200
would also help to lower the cost price of facility. Finally, since the

semi-conductors used are made of polycrystalline materials, their

technology is less complex and their cost could be considerably lower than

in the case of photovoltaic cells despite the fact that a concentration

mirror is required; in any case, this is what those who advocate the use

of the thermopile believe*.
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24. The application of thermoelectric conversion of solar energy to

the production of cold through the Peltier effect is one method of
achieving solar refrigeration and air conditioningo The thermopiles

available at present have an efficiency rate of from 6 to 8 per cent,,
and only low-^ower units (from 1 to a few dozen Watts) are obtainable,
at prices which are still rather hi$i because they are individually

producedo

III RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES AND ACElEVEttfENTS IN THE

USE OF SOLAR ENERGY IN AFRICA
. .\ ■ • \ ■

25. Since early in the 1950s, a number of African countries have been

conducting research aimed at the use of solar energy* Experimental
centres have made it possible to develop prototypes of solar devices, such
as water heaters, dryers, stills, cookers, refrigeration facilities and
low-power solar engines for supplying water to grasslands and villages*
Some of the technology developed has already made it possible to start

popularizing their use, and it ia now possible to bring them to the

semi-industrial or industrial stage. A brief review can be made of the

various activities taking place in the major solar energy research and

application centres of the continenta

26* In Algeria solar energy research is being conducted primarily
under the auspices of the Organisme national de^ la recherche scientifigue

(ONRS) (the National Scientific Research Agency) and universities working

in close collaboration with it» Part of the research is being carried

out at the solar energy station at Bouzareah, which is responsible to

ONRSc The station has a parabolic collector with an automatic sun
tracking systemo On the basis of this station's experimental work? a

technical and economic study is being done with a view to setting up an

electro-solar power-station. Along with this study, insolation measurements

were taken in liaison with the national meteorology office in order to

establish a radiometry network throughout the country* Research has also

been done on the lowwtemperature use of solar energy including the deve

lopment of solar flat-i>late collectors and the production of hot water for

health purposeso The water heaters are built from local materials and

operate at the station site. Other projects include a study on home

heating, the use of solar energy in agriculture, a sCsudy on storing solar

energy in all its forms, and the study and development of a solar cookero
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27 Research is being.carried out. on \he manufacture of solar batteries
irTanother research centre.which is also responsible.to^ONRS; results .

have besn .encouraging- ^.will-be-useful at the international level. A
third araa of research: dea:.s with, the establisnment of .a low-temperature

power-station at Orjtt at i^^^^j^ts^^^Ei^ESJ^^^.
polytechnique (national polytechnic inatiSSelT An-integrated Sccxalxst
feoaiT'u^inl soft energy as much as possible is being planned in tne
con^xt of an agreement with the United Nations University in ioicyoo A
site has been chosen and feasibility sidles completes Ths project xs
beinp carried out under the auspices of the Ce^ge--de rec^rcne; en
architectureeturbanisme (the Architecture and Town Planning Research
c£ntr~e)7 ' Annaba diversity is primarily interested in solar-pumps, -

concentration systems and the integrated use of solar energy, . -

23,. As it is impossxble to complete a research project^icbout training
qual-'fied staff, a post-university level programme was- scheduled tor

September 1979 at the University of Science and Technology at Algiers.

29. In the area of wind energy, experimental Dumping stations are^ -
already operating; results are encouraging artd point to their possible ■
widespread use throughout, the country <> , . ,:

30 £one of the activities "mentioned are. being can'ied^pul by ; Algeria
alone,:--hereae others are part of /bilateral agreements with,countries;«fch
as the Federal-Republic of ,C3ermariy and France--.or.-with international annexes,

In defining and implementing its programme, Algeria has at all timer, been

concerned with integrating Algeria production with.solar energy research

as fully as possible. " : ,.;

31. Communications difficulties have arisen between African ^

resort to research problems, Algeria is eager to see the development of
subregional or even regional.co-operation with a view to integrating the
use of African mafeerialc in the solar- induct:-, y vhich will no doubt

continue to grow*

32. In Egypt a research programme was established in 1957 on the
utilization of-solar energy including solar water heating, water disti--
x-latiou, solar energy concentration for power generators, solar cooling,
cooking and.recently thermoelectric genetacoi-d and hydrogen production* •

33. Studies were done on the performance and upgrading of solar water
heater Research and evaluation work was carried out on selective

coatings, the du-t precipitation effect, concave glass covers, the
optimization of -clow rates and tilt angles. Economic reseat Kin also
done on the national needs for hot water, available technology and

production costs.
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34- Since 1957 the solar energy laboratory of the national research

centre at Dokki, Cairo has been carrying out surveys and doing research

on the basis of technology and economic forecasts with a view to using

solar energy in various areas. The aim of the programme is to find the

solar energy system suitable for use in conjunction with existing energy

sources, to save fossile fuel-and reduce the effects of atmospheric

pollution ,

35• . The programme started with the thermal use of solar energy in

different areas such as water heating for home heeds, water.desalination,

coolings cooking and power generation,

(a) Reliability and econom-'cs of solar water heating

36* ; , Approximately 75 per cent of home energy needs are related to
heating, particularly water heating. The study;of solar water heating
was therefore chosen as a priority area in the research programme. Various

studies were done on the performance of various types of solar water
heaters,

37* An economic analysis was then made of solar water heating and

focused in particular on the average annual consumption of an Egyptian

family. Based on Egyptian solar conditions; it was found that a solar
water heater with a 2 m2 surface was adequate to satisfy the hot water
needs of a family of 5 persons (about 150 litres per day at an average
temperature of 50 to 55 G),

38« The economic analysis was based on a comparison of the costs of
sola** heating with the costs of three other methods. It was found that

solar heating was lfefes expensive than heating with kerosene, butane gas
or electricity,,

39* In the area of distillation, the programme included research on

the performance and productivity of greenhouse-type stills and on improved
designs of evaporation and condensation cii-cuits.

fr) Solar water desalination

40, The laboratory started its work in this fiel^ in 1958. Significant
efforts have been made in this a-ea of research since much of Egypt

suffers from a shortage of fresh water,. At the outset, a simple greenhouse-

type still was used. An increase in productivity led to some improvements
with an analysis being done of the parameters affecting the efficiency

coefficient. The distillation process is complex consisting of an

evaporation operation and a condensation operation. The two phases take

place simultaneously in a dual chamber still, Evaporation increases as a

larger amount of solar energy penetrates the wall seeing that the possibi

lity of condensation on the collector is reduced. Condensation is improved
through the presence of fresh water in the condenser which acts as a vapour

trap and through the cooling caused by the condenser's being insulated
from the sunJs rays.
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41. The evaporation phase could also be improve^ by increasing the
temperature of the salt water. It has been proved that the evaporation

rate is a function of the water temperature. The process could be
improved therefore by orienting the evaporation surface so that it will
collect a larger amount of energy,, To this end, a serai-concentration still
was built arid an 8 per cent increase has been obtained.

4?.* An economic study of a greenhouse-type solar x:ater still has been
done. The ;otal cost of the still increases as the still's capacity
increases. However, the unit cos (per cubic metre) decreases■with the
increase in the still's capacity, then increases sharply and drops once

again following a jagged curve. This can be attributed to an increase

in operating costs.

43. In 1976 an economic research and evaluation programme was carried
out on the above-mentioned designs. The surface area of each still was
30, m . The aim of the study was to determine the following!

- manufacturing ease

- possibility of using materials available near the site of the

still

- production costs

- durability, servicing, repairs, etc.

- efficiency coefficient

-length of programme (two to three years)

(c) Production of cold from solar energy

44. A study was carried out on the use of solar energy for refrigeration.

The factors affecting the operation of a refrigerator using absorbed, solar

energy were studied „ A co-operative programme with the Federal Republic
of Germany on the use of solar energy for the cold storage of vegetables

is in progress and a prototype is being tested.

45. The experimental equipment is a domestic refrigerator operating
on the absorption principle and using an aqueous ammonia solution; it has
a aapacity of 27 litres am. runs on butane gas. It has been converted to
run on solar energy. A solar ene-gy heating loop in which glycerine is the
heat-transfer fluid has been fitted. Its boiling point at atmospheric

pressure is l86°C while the worhing temperature is 120 C. ,;,

(d) Power generation '"■'

46. The power generation programme started in 1963 with calorimetric
studies of a cylindrical parabolic collector made of plane segment mirrors.

It has been extended since 1975 through a NSF/USA (Nuffield Foundation)
grant for power generation using a thermodynamic cycle. Solar thermpe*-

lectric generators and solar cells are currently being tested.
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47* A model of a cylindrical parabolic mirror with a focal length of

1 m and an aperture of 2 m has been constructed* Calorimetric tests have

been carried out to investigate its energy distribution in' the focal

plane. It was found that it behaves as if it were made in one piece. The

maximum temperature at the focus was about 400 C.

48. New Ifexico State University and the Egyptian Solar Energy Laboratory

are undertaking a joint programme on power generation by the Rankine cycle

using a 5 m collector for generating steam which is then passed to a steam

turbine. The collector is constructed on the same principle.

(e) Solar cookers

49* An elliptical paraboloid cooker of 1,5 m diameter has been constru

cted from aluminium strips. The focus must be located in a horizontal

plane so that the cooking pot can be placed at that point. The existing

cooker is designed so as to make this possible. The results of the

investigation were as follows:

— it takes 20 minutes to boil two litres of water at 200 C.

— it takes about 2 hours, starting from 11 o'oclock, to cook a meal

consisting of vegetables, rice and kebab for five persons.

50. At the present time, research in Egypt is oriented towards the

industrial scale production of solar equipment^ as well as research.

Some, fundamental research has been started on. heat transfer, absorbent r.

coatings:, dust precipitation and measurement -of solar parameters*

51« The programme for the next few years will include research on

subjects such as water and air heating, water desalination, solar

distillation, solar drying, biomethane, wind power for small-scale power

generation and mechanical use, solar cells, solar pumps (thermodynamic and

photovoltaic), use of biomass by direct combustion and solar refrigeration.

52. Certain types of solar equipment are already available on the

Egyptian Market; these include solar water heaters, solar stills, solar

dryers, and lower-power wind generators, Production of solar pumps and

wind pumps, solar cells, etc., is expected to begin in the near future.

53« In Mali, the Solar Energy Laboratory in Bamako, established in 1964,

is the main national institution involved in solar energy research.

However, it was five years, before a workshop was equipped with the necessa

ry mechanical equipment and a few laboratory instruments. In I969, when

effective work began, the staff consisted of the department head and one

other employee. There ar& non approximately 30 employees, all Malians,

working in four section*** They include five senior research workers, one
senior adninistrrtor, three technicians, foremen and so on.
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54. Activities are concentrated mainly on the study of the means of

using solar radiation without prior conversion. In thsi respect Mali can

now be regarded as having some experience in the following five fields:

(a) Water heating

55. I/lodels of water heaters, well adopted to national requirements and

climatic conditions, have been developed.

(b) Domestic water heating , ..;:

56. After three years of research and experimentation a campaign, was

organized to attract the attention of the authorities and the general

population. For this purpose the solar energy laboratory gave practical

demonstrations in Mali of the equipment which had been developed.

57. Since 1972 investment has made it possible to manufacture almost

300 water heaters, of which more than 200 are already or will be installed

in hospitals, maternity homes, hotels, private houses or administrative

buildings all over the country. Some of these water heaters were

installed in the homes of members of the CLXM (Coraite militaire de

liberation nationale), of the Government and of other high-ranking officials

with the aim of reducing the amount of electricity consumed by the

Government itself. In this manner official recognition of the role which

the use of solar energy is already playing in the social and economic

development of the country is being sought. Ohter users of water heating

equipment include: the maternity homes at fiopti and Gevare (200 litres),
Hfeirkala (400 litres), and particularly Bamako, where a 2,000 litre capacity

heater is operating at the Hospital du Point G, and another at Gabriel

Tourej 2,000 litre capacity heaters are also installed at the Hamdall-

Laye maternity home and at 1*Hotel du Rail.

58. Although this part of the programme has been successful it would

have enjoyed greater success if it had been supported by a publicity

campaign. Such support is now possible as an industrial and commercial

institution'has been established which will collaborate with the Labora

tory in marketing water heaters and other solar equipment. This institu

tion, called the "Fonds energie solaire", is now meeting local demand and

exporting as well. Upper-Volta, for example, has ordered several dozen

water heatersc The Fund is proposing to build a distillation unit made;of

bricks to produce 500 litres of distilled water per day. Ifrider these

circumstances there can be little doubt that t'lali will soon stop importing

electric water heaters anc- will stop using wood or charcoal to heat waiter

in the future, or use less of them. This is the ultimate aim, which seems

to be understood by the authorities, : :
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Industrial heating

59. ^The study.of water heatirig foz* Industrial purposes as well as for

other uses has .not heen limited to traditional methods* All sectors of

the economy were exairdned for'posSib1" ,:.{-pliClt*o±is:« One example is the

investigation of the possible use1 of flat solar collectors fo**the

preheating of fuel oil for the kiln at the SOCIMA cement factory in Diamou,

First results indicate a saving of nearly .60 million,F«?4«./year on an
investmeiat amoririzable in one to."two years. This project is of great

interest as it v;ill be the fil^t attempt to use: solar" energy industrially

...ancl.on^ that SOCII/IA, considers to be essential,, Ohce; this has; been started

-it .will then be possible to consider using this process systematically
v£or ^ther; applications, such as steam generation, heating or drying, and

•■: where other fluids are heated. ' : l

(d) Solar dlGtiXlatiou and steam generation

60. At the present time distilled water is not produced commercially in

Mali although there are many uses for: itV: car'bafcter^^, pharmadeutical

products, ,gp& toilet preparations0 Distillation can also be used to

produce drinjcin^ water from polluted or blackish water, although.chemical

,is,-still required. * ' "'" : , : ■."-■

6l. Public services (State undertakings in particular) need distilled
water badly* Since 1970 the Solar Energy Laboratory has been,regularly

supplying such important services as the Genie militaire7:4e Regie ^es

cheiaii^s <|e fef, the Garage Administratif and a large number of garages and

private.individuals. '-;'■' ;

62. The problem of the shorfcaQe of distilled water anr'its high price
is expected to be overcome by the construction of a large'still (surface
ar.ea^XiQQO m^.) wjth a capacity of between 3?000 and 5»000 litres per day*
This project ^.o already beeijfinanbect and will soon be started. Constru
ction of additional nti'll is included- in the current five year plan. These

will have a surface area of 2.00 to 300 m^ and will be located in; five

important towns in the other regions of the country. In- this way the whole

of raali v;ill have distilled ijater in sufficient quantity and at low cost*

In spite of the low selling pric« it is-hoped.that the investment will

be amortized in one yea.*v

63« One advantage of having: disfciilefil; water.available locally relates
to the distribution of pharmaceutical products. The Pharmacie d1appro-

visionnement du Hali of the Department e'es medicamentc, located in Bamako,

currently supplies ;h3 whole of Kali with medicines of all kinds, A high

proportion of the.^e ai-o solutions in glasc containers Trhich are easily

broken during transport» If distilled water was available on the spot

only the freeze-dried drugs ucald have to be transported. This would

reduce transportation costs, chorten delivery times and prevent breakages.

Another advantage of locally available distilled water is that it can be

used for drinking purposes* In regions such as Taoudenit (northern Tali),

where well water is brackish; this is of considerable importance*
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64 At the present time it is necessary to transport drinking water,

at considerable cost, over long distances. The production of distilled
water on the spot, as can now be done by the Solar Energy Laboratory, would

be of considerable benefit to the economy.

(e) Combined still arid water heater

65 A combined still and water heater has been developed which combines
the operations of distillation and heating. The quantity of distilled
water obtained as a percentage of the volume of water in the apparatus is
2 to 3 per cent when the temperature of the water m the tank xs $0 C, and
5 to 6 per cent when it is 80°C. This equipment costs only slightly more
than a simple water heater and since distilled water finds a ready sale the
initial investment is soon amortized and the equipment then becomes a source

of income.

-■;- If) Cylindrical Parabolic collector ;=

66. Work has also been done on a cylindrical parabolic concentrating

collector (length 4m.f aperture 1.5 m). The quantity and. physical
characteristics of the steam produced are being studied with a view to
application to distillation processes, motors, etc. . J

(g) Solar drying ;

67. Extensive experience has been acquired in drying food products such

as meat, fish, mangoes,etc. Samples of these dried P^*« ^J^.^**
for years without any deterioration. The same cannot be said of traditiona

lly dried foods, which become infested with insects.

68. The advantages of solar drying have been demonstrated; processing is

fully hygienic, and it has been shown to be economic when used m the

following Malian undertakings!

- SOCOMA (fruit canning plant);: drying mangoes;

- SOMBEFEC and OI'IBEV: drying meat;

- La Tannerie (shoe factory) : drying hides;

- La Briquetterie (factory for making refractory bricks).
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69« A meeting of

discuss the introduction o

view, solar drying has man^r

method of preserving and a

production of mangoes.

and although some are

of waste occurs. Outside

because of lack of stocks,

consumers hesitate to buy

of the year. If, however,

were to adopt the solar drying

season could be dried, and

prevent waste, increase

dried fruits at considerable

economy of the country.

of these undertakings was held in 1970 to

'solar drying process. From their point of

advantages in particular*, it provides a cheap

so increases production* An example is the

the season, mangoes are picked everywhere

\ locally and others exported, a great deal

ifhe season SOCOMA has to suspend operations

This situation causes selling difficulties as

product which is available only during part

SOCOIIA and other producers of mango products

process the surplus of mangoes during the

all year round at a low price. This would

production, eliminate the need to import other
cost and, in general, be of benefit to the

70. The use of solar

building bricks and thus

of fresh fish and meat wher

waste* These considerations

social development of the

(n) Solar cookers

ing would also increase the production of

reduce the requirements for cement. The drying

these are freely available would prevent

are of great importance to the economic and

cjountry.

technical71. Although the

their use has encountered

habits of the population an

campaign are therefore

introduction must not be

not to be rejected by the

72. The method of

a government subsidy, .;the

rural areas in exchange for

of the solar cooker will

development of the country,

fuels and consequently redu

determining factor in the

(i) Solar pumps

puircps73• Interest in solar

February 1975 that the firs

cycle pump made by SOFRETES

Bamako, where water is available

use in a dispensary, matern

fountains, and cattle troughs

dispensary.

problems of solar cookers have been solved,

psychological problems. It is contrary to the
3 careful preparation and an educational

necessary before they are introduced* This

hurried if the principle of the solar cooker is

population.

introduction has already been decided. By means of

aquipment will be supplied free of charge in

forestry work. In this way the introduction

cofcitribute in several ways to the economic
Its use will reduce dependence on conventional

e atmospheric pollution; it could also be a

success of the reafforestation programme.

first developed in I969 but it was only in

: pump was installed. A KW thermodynamic

(France) was installed at Oioila, 175 km from
The pump draws water from a well for

ty home, a secondary school, a number of water

The solar collectors form the roof of the
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74* ;A pump of the same kind is installed at the Rural Polytechnic

School of Katibougou, 50 km from Bamako. It supplies water for the school

and is a means, of irrigating a field where the students work on agriculture.

75, The Ministry of the Interior has alsc>. asked the Solar Energy

Laboratory to study what equipment will be needed for a large—scale

programme, of fitting pumps in wells, including wells in the recently drought

stricken Sahel region0 Finance is available for installing two pumps at

Djrli and, Kerbane in the Nara department, One of them could be of the

photocell kind. . ,

76» A solar; station financed entirely by a French Government grant was

inaugurated at Dire in November 1979 at a total cost of something like

800 million Mali francs. The Dire solar thermodynaraic station, with a

rated capacity of 65 KWf is reckoned to be the most powerful of its kind

in the world. It is required to perform the following duties:

o . ■ ■ " . .

— Pumping an .average of 8,500 m of water daily from the river Niger

.to irrigate 110 hectares for, the Dire "wheat action";

— Pumping an average of 600 m of water daily from a borehole to

supply Dire village with drinking Water;

— Running a refrigeration unit producing 30,000 negative kilo-

calories daily to maintain a temperature of 4 C for the con-

;, , , servation. of perishable foods;

* - Supplying an average 5 KWh of electricity daily for evening

lighting; '

— Generating an average of 45O;Ktfh daily.

77. The Dire station consists of a machine hall in which there are three

Diesel sets beside three solar generating se,ta, called Dire I, Dire II and

Dire HI, a grid of■flat solar collectors of a total area of 3»2&3 m2 in
28 banks* eight, oi? which are used as roof elements, a heat storage basin

of 425 v? capacity providing night power, connecting piping, a water intake
and network of irrigation channels.

78. The Dire I and Dire II sets each have a 22 IW capacity and drive

the irrigation pumps directly8 The Dire III set, also of 22 KW capacity,

drives a 30 KVA alternator supplying the submersed borehole pump, the

refrigeration unit, the lighting system and control, automation and safety

featureso Incidentally, the station is designed for automatic operation

but can, if necessary be operated manuallyo
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79. Malians were involved in the project throughout from the design

stage through to the civil and hydro engineering work and all the
installations were assembled by a locally recruited team under the
guidance of French engineers. For the purposes of this project, which
is the first integrated programme using solar energy, two engineers of the
Bamako Solar Energy Laboratory attended a training course in France on

thermodynamic cycle pumps.

80. Simultaneously with these practical aspects of the work, research
continues on improving techniques and attaining new targets. Research

activities are mainly concentrated on:

- Improving collector performances;

- Industrial heating and drying;

- Large—scale water distillation;

- Improving the dimensions, performances and transportability of

solar cookers;

- Solar air conditioning;

- Electricity generation (photocells);

- Steam raising to supply engines.

81. Substantial infrastructure is required for successful implementation

of these various projects. In addition to the personnel referred to,
there are three buildings for offices, laboratories, workshops and stores.

It is planned to expand the station by the construction of a new labora

tory, a new solar station and a 100 m^ concrete distilling plant. They
will be built on two large open spaces provided by the Government. New
Laboratory equipment for the solar station worth more than 60 million
Mali francs will be installed shortly over and above additional equipment

purchased recently for 330 Mali francs. A general and specialized

scientific library contains more than 800 volumes.

82. For these activities to be ongoing financing must be reasonably

constant, As a token of its interest in the development of solar energy

in Mali, the Government agreed to the setting up of an industrial and

commercial organization whose fundtion will be to make and sell solar

energy devices. This body will be called the "Solar Energy Fhnd". Some
if not all of the profits will go towards self-financing of the Laboratory's

various programmes.
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83. The idea of using solar energy commercially is just starting jto

make headway in Mali and solar energy projects, should be given a' high',

priority. Solar energy ds a local resource and its enormous potential"

makes it the answer tb the country7s future energy requirements, despite

the existence of hydroelectric potentialc However, other conventional

energy resources are limited.

®^- In the Niger, tests in tho field of solar energy utilization for

water heating and cooking have been undertaken in the Niger ever since

the 1960s, and the interest aroused by the implementation of these

pioneering projects has encouraged the Niger Government to establish by

a decree of 5 May 1965, adopted on 15 May I965 a Solar Energy Board.

85. ONERSOL is a State organization with legal status and financial

autonomy, of an industrial and commercial nature, under the Head of State

or a minister appointed by him-

86. Its terms of reference, as laid down by the above—mentioned decree,

were further specified by the Ordinance dated May 15f 1975- The purpose

of ONERSOL is:

— On the one hand, to carry out research and development on the

design, testing and perfecting of prototypes of installations or

devices operated on solar energy,

; -~ .On the other hand,, to popularize such installation or devices,

,,,,.;._. manufacture them industrially and market them, in the country

-. , as well as abroad.

87. In accordance with these provisions, ONERSOL has carried out research

in the field of solar energy and, popularized some devices which can be

mass—produced as from now. ..

88. During the period 1966t-1^75> solar water heaters with capacities

ranging from 100 1 to 1,000 1> and solar distillers with capacities of

10 l/day and 25 l/day were studied3 tested and perfected,

89. Since 1971? about 30 .water heaters have been installed in private

dwellings as well as in schools or .public health buildings and about ten

solar distillers have also been installedc They have been so popular that

mass-producfLon ox these device* is planned for widespread use,

90o Following a market research and feasibility s"tutfy"of a factory to

cover the local, as well as regional, demand, that was carried out jointly

with ILO, an industrial-scale plant was built (between September 1975 and
July 1976) and has just started production in the Niamey industrial area.
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91. This plant was designed to be the manufacturing and difussion

branch for solar energy devices designed by the ONERSOL Research
Department, and will allow ONERSOL' to divide their work more effectively
in two distinct, although complementary, difficult fields of activity

because towards tiie end of 1974, it had become increasingly difficult
for a centre with only four research physicists, one engineer, two
technicians and a score of workers to deal with both research and marketing,

92. The buildings of the industrial plant for the manufacture of solar
energy equipment at Niamey'cover a surface area of 850 m- and are equipped
with modern machines.. It is the first of its kind in Tfest Africa* Its
aim is to work the raw,materials in their simplest form (sheets or tubes)
into the profiles and sizes required* Current production capacity is
around 400 water heaters per year (consisting of a 200 1 thank with an
insulated reservoir, a cover, a 2 m collector and supports) and 1,000 to
1,200 m/fXat plate collectors for pumping stations«? Productions can
easily be increased to 500 water heaters and 3,000 nr of collectors without

any major, change in the production line.

93. The range of products made and available on the1 market in the.Niger

includes the"following^:

200, 400,"600 and 1,000 1 solar water heaters;

10 and 25 l/day solar stills (high capacity distillation units can

be made to order); - ■_- -■

single or double glass'flat plate collectors with an active surface

area of 1,72 m2 and a 60 per cent yield at 70 C.

94. The following ex-factory prices are quoted for ONERSOL products

(CFA francs as at 1 January 1^79) . ','"..■'■.

Solar water heaters ■■■■;■ Single glass, ; ; Double glass

200 litres i::176 700 , 133-200.

400 litres ■ .: . 251 500 ,-.

600 litres 296 200 356 000
1000 litres./ ■ . 546 400 613 000

Solar collectors ■ -

per m2 36 250 42 000

Solar stills

10 litres/day 83 400

25 litres/day 180 000

Solar pump blocks (order of magnitude) 10 000 OOO/ia.
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95„... In the near future, the factory will be in a position to offer
cylindro—parabolic collectors with an active surface of 12 ra2. This kind
of collector was developed by the ONERSOL research department some years

back. Similarly, ONERSOL is already able to offer a wide range of thermo™

dynamic pumping stations on a turnkey basis.

96. The Research Department is now in a position to concentrate

exclusively on basic and/or applied research, which is already under way

in the following areas: ;

(a) Solar energy therfflodtrnaiaic conversion* Experimental study on

the hot source of a freon gas Solar motor has been carried out since July

1973 and has already yielded conclusive data on the the thermal efficiency

of the plant, so that actual construction of a first prototype is being

considered which will produce around a 1KW from a 24 m2 collector surface
area. ONERSOL is at present engaged in negotiations with a foreign compa

ny on a draft co-operation agreement to bring this prototype into

■operation. Other interesting applications could be derived from the

success of this project such as refrigeration based on a compression

system, and power generation with alternators. Theoretical calculations

and the test results would indicate that the motor could run on 2 to 10

V/CV according to the collector surface.

(b) Solar-energy flat plate collectors and water heating. Prior to

marketing solar water heaters, numerous tests were carried out on various

absorbant coatings covering the flat collector heating plate„ Studies

are under way to improve the energy output of collectors which are fully

competitive with anything produced elsewhere in the world-,

(c) Solar kiln. A research programme on concentration collection

has been undertaken at ONEPSOL; this programme aims at equipping the q

country with a 40 to 50 KH solar kiln, an operating temperature of 1,500 C,
for building material processing (burnt bricks, lime, cement)o A kiln
temperature of l,500°C will make it very versatile: for^ example it could
be adapted for ore-processing testsB The installation includes!

~ One parabolic mirror which was entirely designed at ONERSOL -

data were subsequently forwarded to CNRS (Odeillo, France) for
checking and further information;

- two 8 m x 15 m heliostats to follow the sun;

— fche kiln proper.
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98, From 1969 on, a high—level physicist from the Niger specializing in

solar energy, was recruitedj tests were consequently resumed and manufactu

ring standards were improved. The' raw material selected for metal devices

is aluminium, the insulator being fibre—glass. Their cost is higher of

course, but their energy output is higher and. they should last at least

ten years*

99* From 196? *'° 1973 the number of staff did not change much (one
expatriate research worker, one expatriate engineer and one expatriate

overseer, two technicians for recording instrument maintenance, sev.^n

workers). After 1973 three1 physicists with an 1,-USc. or B,Sc. in physics

were recruited. Two of them took a solar energy training course in;

Perpignan (France) in 1975- The engineer is still an expatriate. There

are two technicians and 16 workers from the Niger. Six are assigned to

the Research Department and ten to the Manufacturing Department. A staff

increase is scheduled in the next three years j... however, the;Te are impondera

ble factors in this respect, relating to the educational achievements of

present staff. Up to nowj-'senior staff have come from the Ministry of

Education (on voluntary basis). Technicians are trained ori-the—job and may

take refresher courses abroac1-. The same applies to workers ^who generally

come from the Niamey Vocational School» r

Research issues and financing/,,, ;^;r - ....

100V';.;■ 'OflEpSOL initially received foreign Xinanciai support:j[FAC, UNDP,
Libyan Aid, UNESCO) for the construction ajid equipment of the Research

Department offices and workshop, ras well 3s the purchase from aferdad of
the necessary insolation" ant*: temperature measuring instruments. From 1966

to 1973 the annual grant from the national budget was increased from 3

to 10 million CFA francs^ and reached £2 million in 1976. The ftiger

Government decided to donate 300, million CF;A francs to. GNERSOL tor various

activities, "■"'' '■'/■■ '■ .0 '.,■_,<:■ _ ., , ,r;........ ^ \ ■

101. The premises of the nowly*rbuilt factory., which was entirely Govern

ment financed, cost 75 millioa'CFA francs. The machinery, wnich was mostly

imported 'from France and the Federal Republic of Germany and financed in

part by UNESCO (Saudi Arabian Fund for the Sahel countries) to the extent

of 10,5000,000 CFA francs, cost 27,290,000 CFA francs'; 13 million .were spent

on factor;!' inputs (aluminium sheets, tubes, extruded sections, fibre-glass,

glass sheets, etc, )o ■■•: --,■

102.. These figures show that the : Government is more ami more committed to

the encouragement of both solar energy research and public acceptance of

its applications* Nevertheless management arid administrative duties, trips

and other commitments in pursuit of financial backing, often bring'research

to at least a temporary halt. : , ■ . ■ • ,
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103» Moreover| given the sophisticated tehcniques of some current

or planned projects, ONERSOL will have to approach foreign countries,

and European ones in particular, for assistance in carrying out some

of these projects? It has already done so on behalf.of the solar motor

since there is no thermal motor manufacturing plant in Africao

104» ONER3OL is" also dependent on foreign suppliers for measuring

instruments and for factory inputs (seui-finished products)r. However,

the raw material is extracted -initially from mines within the country,

and only poor organization and lack of trade among African countries

oblige ONERSOL to deal with,third partieso There is no aluminium industry

in Africa (extruded sections are particularly needed) nor is glass

manufacture, hence the necessity to import tons of glass from Europe,

a good deal of which is wasted through breakage or fibre— glass is

imported, the best thermal insulator at this time*

105* Scientific eo—operation between African States is negligible,

and opportunities for African scientists to meet, generally occur within

the framework of international conferences and seminars outside Africa*

106« However, in the particular field of solar energy research there

have been some attempts to co-ordinate the activities of existing centres,

with emphasis? at least for scientists? on data exchange and in—service

courses for staff at different centres* This year, for instance, a Mali

research student engaged in similar thermo-electric and photovoltaic

conversion studies was brought by ONERSOL to Niamey for a two—week course*

Since he left, however, this kind of co-operative shceme has suffered,

there being no legislation to provide fcr such schemes despite their

clear value to both- countries concernedo Nevertheless, ONERSOL has just

received a trainee from Chad, and Jhas been asked by Senegal to take one*

107. Following the UNESCO General Conference in Nairobi in 1976, ONERSOL

was asked to set up special post—graduate courses in solar technology for

African research workers. These courses were held in Niamey, from 3 to

24 April and from 1 July to 31 August, 1977 » for 22 trainees from nine

African countries (Senegal, Mali, the Upper Volta, the Ivory Coast, Togo,
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Algeria and the Niger). Subsequent programmes are
being considered, and!the Niger is eager to, make more training courses in

solar energ-/ techniques^ available to African researchers and qualified
staff©

Use of solar energy in telecommunications in the Niger
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108. Up to 1973 all postal and telecommunications installations were

powered by energy from conventional sources: that is, electric power

from the city grid, and power from post and telecommunications gehe'rating

sets and batteries in the villages. :

109« In 1974 OPTN, (Niger Post and Telecommunications Admixvistration),
for the first time equipped a radio relay station dth turbo—generators.

Their performance is satisfactory but the cost is high* Therefore OPTN

has turned to solar energy and have asked manufactures for information*.

110« Meanwhile the Malagasy Postal Administration approached OPTN for

information on the use of solar energy in the Niger telecommunications

networko Before answering this request OPTN forwarded it; to ONEKSOL. On

18 July 1975 data concerning telecommunications(capacities from 1 w to

1 KW) was supplied. Since then OPTN has studied this question in depth*

llle In October 1975, the first photocell-based self-contained power

pack was ordered for the Boukanda radio-relay station which.is 60 miles
north of Niameye - ■.:■

- Latitude 14° 00»N :

-Longitude 02Q 09'E ..!■•■

- Altitude 280 m.

- Decldnation 5 101

- Solar collector tilt angle 14

112* The power equipment comprises a solar collector, an electrical

current Charge controller and a battery. When there is no sunshine the

collector stops supplying energy and the battery takes over*

113. * The Boukanda relay station has a 35 watt average consumption and a

40 watt peak consumption. This supply system lasts on average for ten

years. The project costs 5,385,266 CFA francs. 533*526,6 CFA francs is the

average operating cost per year

114. Before the commissioning of the solar collector the Boukanda relay

station operated AD 608 type large capacity power batteries^ In 1975» 160

batteries of this type were used in this station. The batteries1 average

cost in Niamey, being 20,000 CFA francs, the operating expenditure for the

relay station amounted to 3^200000 CFA francs.

115» The collector is made up of 33 modules with an 8.1 watt nominal

capacity, and a total supply of 267 watts* The size of each module is

1 ra x 0ol5 m, so that the collector's surface area is about 5 m o The

modules are mounted on aluminium extruded sections set on a metallic frame

with a tilt angle calculated for the latitude of the location (l4 N)» In
the daytime the collector supplies power to the radio relay system and to

a battery made up of 17 lead cells with a 250 A.h. capacity*
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116. Solar generators of this type are now scheduled for installation

in various parts of the country to supply power to low capacity-radio relay

stations and to small telephone exchanges in rural areas* :t

117, Transmission* Ouallam-^Banibangou Link, Maradi-Dakoro Link, Zinder-

Tanous Link. The last two are HF radio links with an average 30 minute

power span* ■

Il8o Replacement* At present all unconnected districts are equipped with

1,938 type local battery exchanges. These exchanges are no longer produced

and spare par'ts are also missing. They are scheduled for replacement by

more modern equipment with electronic components operating on 6V» supply
instead of 48V» which supplies the old equipment. Moreover the new

exchanges will serve from 20 to 200 subscribers at a power consumption rate

of 12 to 120 watts.

119. School television. Twenty-frwb school courses are transmitted by a

system run on 10 watt average capacity photocells* This was achieved in

a joint project with ONERSOL. '■

120# Generally solar energy has been introduced into the telecommunications

network where during the course of modernisation essential to the economic

and social development of the country* existing equipment has been found .

to be absolete or unsuitable. :

121. The results of work done and being done by ONERSOL in the Niger

suggest that the following projects should be undertaken subject, of course,

to the availability of the necessary finance and labour.

— Popularisation on an adequate scale of tested thermal solar

installations such as cookers and dryers already in use and likely

to have an immediate effect on present social and economic ;.;

conditions.

— Development of the activities of the Trade and Manufacturing

Department, £mprpy^ment.in the quality of its goods, widening

of the range of products (solar motors)^

— Continued research on solar boilers fitted with cylindrical

parabolic mirrors for use with solaV.motors of 2 to 10 CV and

subsequent joint production with th^ firm Spiller, in the Federal
Republic of Germany, of the first complete prototype.

— Continued research towards the creation of solar electric

installations fitted with thermo-electric and photovoltaic

batteries and parabolic revolving medium precision mirror» Study

of thermo-electric and thermo—dynamic refrigeration.
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- Experiment on solar air-conditioning. This is linked with the 5 'W

oven project which will include: trial testing of cement roasting and

of various clay products; the production of lime; experiments on?

and eventual testing of, clinker production for cement.and so forthe

Moreover, as the solar oven must be constructed within a building

with a laboratory and other rooms, this allows research experiments

on solar central air-conditioninga In the sane way the study of

solar absorption refrigeration in Sahelian climatic Conditions,

suggests as cjtoes the study and production of solar compressor

refrigerators together with the Rarikine cycle colar motor, using an

appropriate gas as motor fluid and cooling fluids

Start of a programme of experimental studies of "green-house" crops

raised on minimal (salt or fresh) water consumption* This programme

to be carried out with the co-operation of the public services as well

' as that of interested organizations^

122# Taking into account the time span of such1 a1 programme1, there must be

selection of immediate, short—term, medium—and long—term objectives and this

must bfe according to various considerations: e.go the stage of development

at WHich a project lias arrived; the complexity of the technology required;
the degree to which the'1 proposed installations will affect'economic and

social progress and development particularly where there are pressing energy

demands and where solar energy is most suited (water—pumping, irrigation

along the Niger and other water sources, water heating and distilling,

process drying of agricultural goods-for export )j etco :

123o In Rwanda solar energy research is carried out at the Energy Research

and Application Gentre (CEAER), which wa£ established in 1974 in Bwtare, a

part of the National University and responsible to the Ministry of Natural

Resources, Mines and Quarrieso ■ t --..■..■/.

t 1

124© This national Centre has three main objectives:;;.

- To study and develop .simple machines powered fi'oni ioca'i energy
sources and adapted to the needs and conditions of Rwanda;

— To popularise such machines^ and to encourage their prio^iuction on a

. ,, : ... ■ small scale: fj^oiR..reliable pr,ototypes, w^i^h will attract:ithe interest

of the pe9ple of Rwanda; ■...'.,

— To.contribute to the training of research, and : technical management

StaffO. , .;'■■■■'. ; '■-..:'.' :"' '
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125* Within this frame five main areas of research have been given priorityi

— oolar energyJ

— low power turbinesj

— peat;

— methane gas from Lake Kivu, and

— geothermal energy*

126, Since the establishment of CEAER there have been a number of solar

energy research and development projects in the following areasI

(a) Solar water heating: Solar water heaters have been researched.

One 1,200 litre/day prototype has been installed at Gabiro Hotel in the
Rwanda National Game Park; it supplies 6 rooms with hot water at a temperature

of 40 to 60°Co Prototypes of various capacities have been designed and tested

in order to popularize solar water heating for several reasons:

-:to reduce firewood consumption, thus alleviating deforestation

effects;

— to improve rural living standards by facilitating better prophylaxis;

rural dispensaries and maternity clinics could be equipped with solar

water heaters;

— to use hot w,ater as the motor power for solar pumps in order to

improve rural water supply*

(b) Flat collector performance improvement* Several tests have been

made*, Flat collector construction has been improved and the latest collector

prototypes, are now fully competitive with foreign collectors* The Butare

Centre is installing 50 m2 flat collectors*

(°) Solar distillation* One solar crMll supplies the Butare National

University chemistry laboratories with distilled water*, Distilled-water

supply to garages for battery charging is being studied*

(d) Solar refrigeration« A large capacity absorption solar refrigerator

prototype (4 to 6 m'$ for the cold chamber) is being developed. Some technical
snags, particularly the low efficiency of the 18 mr parabolic cylinder shaped

collector, are causing delay0 In the same line of thinking, farmers are being

approached about the need to develop solar dryers for agricultural produce

preservation and storage*
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(e) Solar.cgokinfio. Rwanda is experimenting and testing a solar

cooker imported from Switzerland*) B

(f) Sunshine repordingo Insolation data have been recorded by the

Institute's recording stations for about ten yearso Statistical data

processing if being carried out with one computer*

127e Rwanda has carried out small-scale experiment:. on biomethane

conversion^ GEAER has boosted research in this areao Larger capacity
units are"nov being installed and consumptions for various applications

(cooking limiting; etcr.cr) are being evaluatedo One gas producer prototype
based on'cowdung fermentation is ":>eing tested in an agricultural college

wich has a sizable cattle--herdc

128o Concerning low water fall harnessing, Rwanda, being a mountainous
country, is taking very careful stock of electric and mechanical power
generation* Low capacity turbine integration in Rwanda has been proceeding

; since 1975o It is planned to instal one 20 HP rustic turbine on a low
water fall near the University, with the help of a group of civil enginee
ring studentso This turbine could run a sorghum mill and serve as a proto

type for future plantso

129, In Senegal, the Institut de Physique Meteorologjque (IPM) (institute
of Meteorological Physics) was set up in 1955 as part of the Scinece Faculty

: of the University of Dakar« Several years ago a laboratory was established
i on the initiative of Professor Henry Masson? Dean of the Dakar Science

Faculty, to meet the demands of a great many international agencies wishing

to obtain information relating to the meteorology of tropical areas.

130e The work of this Institute centres around a laboratory for measuring

solar radiations which is perfectly equipped for measuring direct, global
and diffuse solar radiation and the thermal balanceo Radiation is measured
every day, and the findings^ with regard to both solar radiation and the

thermal balance^ have been published by courtesy of the Voeikov Central',
Geophysical Observatory in Leningrad for approximately the past 20 years.

131a Ti. i solar energy programme under way in Sent al has focused primarily
on water, which is justified,bj-; the inoi^aseir. the prices :of so-called

conventional energy and by a policy of environmental protection. The

scientific and technical research division co-ordinates the research and

implementation of programmes and ensures their financing through either

domestic or external sources,, IPM possesses the equipment needed to work
in the four areas of research an", implementation of its programmes ■
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(a) Improving the performance of solar engines used for water pumping

in villages, grasslands and agricultural areas;

(b) Water heating for domestic and collective uses;

(o) Preserving foodstuffs, especially fishy by hot air drying?

(d) Distilling water for hospitals arid clinics in remote rural areas

and treating brackish waters using the same process*

IB! is now being converted into Centre d1etudes et de recherches des Energies

renouvelables (CERER)(Study and Research Centre for Renewable Energy Sources)
which will have an integrated Resee rch and Development programme* CERER was

officially established in 198O»

132» The semi—conductor laboratory of the Science Faculty is particularly

interested in photovoltaic conversion* Its research is aimed at promoting

the use of solar batteries in the production of electricity and the pumping

of water. The Institut uniyersitaire de technologie (IUT) (University

Technological Institute) has as its goal the training of technical staff in

diverse fields for immediate imployment in Senegalese industry. It has

high level staff including some persons interested in the use of renewable

energy sources* Students have participated in applied research work on high—

temperature thermodynamic conversion the use of solar batteries in refrigera

tion and lighting^ the study of housing in terms of local building materials*

weather conditions and the country*s lifestyles and the building of wind

mills* The Thies Polytechnic School is responsible for training high-level

engineers but also concerned with promoting the use of solar pumps and wind

machines in rural areas©

133* The Government established an industrial company to implement the use

of solar energy*, Projects are being considered with France, Canada, the

United States, the Federal Republic of Germany and other countries with a

view to making more efficient use of renewable energy sources* A rural

energy centre is being planned to study the most suitable way of combining

■Hie use of the sun, wind and bxomac^o The UNEP—assisted project is aimed

at meeting the energy needs of a small village unit at the lowest cost* With

the help of FAC, four 1 Ktf power-stations were installed and are operating

to supply water to four areas9 A one KW water pump has also been installed

at the Centre national de la reche: ohe agronomique (National Agronomy

Research Centre) at Bomby for experiments in drip irrigation of market garde

ning* A 60 KW pumping station is now being installed at Bakel to irrigate

a hundred hectares and in this way to promote the diversification of

agricultural products in this part of the Senegal river valley.
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the fin-ryjftt<< national d'rA^ctricite du Senegal,(the ]
i Ele^ric CongSSTiB carrying -but : rural electrificaS^L^lS^ionai Ele^ric CgSST yg

tion project rt Diakhao. A 25 KW electrosolar power-station is nearing
completion. It will provide the village of Di.khao with electricity and
be associated with an experiment,! centre for solar materials. This
power-station is to begin operating forthwith (-toward mid~19cJOJ .

135. -''Lastly on the national level as well, the Tnntitut do recherche et
de documentotion, (Research and Documentation Institute) in liaison vitn
the national meteorology office, has installed measurement devices in most
of tl^ad^inastrative regions in order to produce radio.netnc map.

136;1 '"'Sudan, is one of the *iost solar radiation-rich ^B^o0* £?
world. -Geographically it is located between latitudes t, & 22 nortn of
the eemator. Thus it is a suitable place for utilizing Guch an important

err* ": " " .-...-

ir? ' Scientific research of Sol.r energy in Sudan started in 1955 at the

University ■ of Khartoura,. where the D^^n^ P^S^S195B t^fSpart

o? E^rgy'Research (I.E.B.) The
•nergy research include the following :-

i - Devalopnent of solar stills for large scale application.

■ ii - 'Low-cost water heaters , i

iii - Flat-plate steam rener-tors

iv - Solc.r cooling systems ■

v -' Solar drying

nO • In May 1930 the National Energy Adninistrrtion w-s created as an
" of th^Ministry of Energy and Mining, . Its. ,ajor.role is to control,

!J- 4-rt ,,Hli7^ -nd r-tioftalizG the enef^ sources ■ in Sudan, faoi. r
^fre^rc 'nd'^lopLt He within t^o scope of its activities.
T^ N-tlon-Venerry Administration will enable, through xntensxv^ reserrch
T , Ki£! Sol-r' onoroy to prrticiprto in the total share of energy naeced
"n L-n by the xXoL-rter of the 21st century. The National Councxl for
r"sc rch ll u dertaicinr the developaent of different solar pover projects.
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139. A brief summary about these projects is friven hereunder:-

(i) Solar water heaters

Five"units are installed at the Faculty of EngineeringUniversity
of Khartoum). Each unit is inclined 15 to the South and comprises of
galvanized steel tubes seated on galvanized" corrugated steel plates or mesh

wires'. The tubes, are covered by glass plates. Outlet,temperatures up to

75°C are reached depending upon water flow rate inside the tubes. Such
units may prove suitable in residential areas, hostels, and hospitals.

(ii) Solar stills

• These units produce distilled water from tap water/wells water. Each

unit consists of a flat glass mounted on a basin. This basin is filled .with
water, and by the"green house" effect water evaporates and then condenses

en the glass surface and the droplets are gathered on throughs. One gallon

of distilled water is produced per meter square flat plrte per day.

Four units are installed near Khartounj, area :- .

.. Place .... . . '""""*"' ~7"" rfr1/^
University of Khartoum (institute of Energy ■:' 20

Research)

Siiba (institute of Energy Research) . . 40

Shambat (Food Research Centre) l6

Medani (Agricultural Research Corporation) . 20

. petrol stations can utilize such units to produce distilled water

for cars accumulators.

(iii) Solar Cooling Unit. ,

This unit is a donation from Netherlands anc1 is installed at the

Faculty of Engineering. (University of Khartoum) . It is composed of steel

tubes filled with solid calcium chloride. Ammonia is r.bsorbed by CaCl^
'during nifht and ejected durinr day. As en result of this process coplinrr

occurs. This unit now produces about 16 k;; of ice per day.

(iv) Solar Dryihn

Air 'is forced by means of fans to pass a series of cascades towards

a cabinet where drying takes place. The cascades are composed of black tubes

with flat r;lass plates mounted over them. Air absorbs heat as it passeg

through the cascades and the outlet temperature roaches up to 70 C (15-- F) .
Bricks are tested in the cabinet for drying and good results are obtained.
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(t) Photovoltaic solar

One type of such pumps is positioned at Butri (25 Kin South of

Khartoum) • It is composed of a pcnnel of solar silicon cells which
converts solar energy directly into electrical energy (D.C.) The

panel has a design peak power of 560 watts with an average output of

400 to 500 Watts* A D.Cf motor drives a centrifugal puqp to pump

water from a surface well with a capacity of l8 to 23 m a day.

■" Although the capital installed cost is comparatively high, the.

operating condition of the pump is now under investigation and

- recording to come to a final judgement,

(vi) Solar Thermal pump

This unit is under erection now at Subr_ (l5 Km South of K'->artoun) .

It consists of' flat, plate collectors which contain freon 13« A

■ ' diaphraignenrine is pressed, by heating froon and. r reciprocating motion

is created and transmitted to a hydraulic press which delivers water

from an artesian wellfc

Potentials of.. Solar applications in Sudan

140. The potentials of harnessing solar energy in Sudan have rood prospectc

due to more than one reason:—

(i) Sudan climate is very suitable for solar utilization especially
in middle and northern areas.

(ii) Majority of population resides in rural areas which lack

conventional sources of energy (mainly electricity)^ Solar

energy can be utilized uith reasonable cost to promote the

development in these remote are~s« Water pumping, irrigation,

n.nd cooking are suitable fields of Solar,:applications*

(iii)Needless to say that Solar energy environmentally is cleanest

source .of energy, besides that it needs less. operating and

maintenance costs once the eouiprcient is erected*

141• In fact Sudan lacks the technology of Solar energy, like many other

developing countries, but wouVi like to step forward into such zone through

research and by the help of other developed nations, because Sudrh enjoys

a lot of Solar ener,^y nnd there is no rer.scn to miss 3 technology that

convert the enormous aniounts of heat into useful applications.
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142. In Tunisia solar energy research has been paxnC on for about twenty
years, and some solar enerpy units have been installed, such as the water
hertinn installation at the Kairouan Hifih School. However, serious

consideration began to be niven to the use of solar energy only after _
1973, the year when the world energy crisis bepn. To overcome the crisis
the National Engineering School of Tunis (ENIT) be^un research and develoner-

a flat collector, photocells and a solar heat pump.

143. On the other hand, Tunisian Oil Enterprises (ETAP) had. undertaken
studies and research into the different uses of solar enerny such as
domestic heatin- and industrial water hosting.' The conclusions ^rr.wn from
these studies were that, compare'1 with tie current price scales- for oil
Products and electricity, solar anergy was not yet competitive, Consequen
tly ETAP h?ri recommended that Tunisian authorities should exempt all plants

usinr^ solar energy from tax. It bad recommended also that subsidies be
pranted to users of equipment run on solar .energy, and that locally ^
manufacture^ machines and installations os well as locally produced material
should be used..?s. much as possible in order to reduce costs. These

recommendations are still beinp considered.

144, Tunisia has bepun, however, to put a few water-heater models on the
market, and is completing research-development work ons

- small scale production of sol?r electricity! projects ore now

bein^ developed; " :

- solar pumps; several prototypes are beinr tested and the study
of their economic viability is planned1;

- laboratory production of hydrogen

!45 The Upp«r Volta has undertaken several research and. development

projects with special emphasis on solar water pumping and refrigeration,

initially at the Inter-State Rural Development Engineering School ^EIER;

Ik6m K^ter pumping. Only low-temperature mechanical pumps usin^ flat

collectors hove so far been tested. One of these has been in operation

nt EIER since 197L Its oceratinfi features are as follows: "OUAGA' sol
pumpj flat collector with a surface area of 30 m^, single-cylinder motor;
heat vehicles initially methyl chloride. , ntw butane. The expected
discharge was 2 m3/h. The pump is installed in c reservoir without
renewable subterranean water supply. In order to keep water;in the reser
voir, the pucipe-d water must be returned to it. The reservoir also acts
^s a cold source for the condenserf the water heated in the condenser also
returns to the reservoir, tbus raisinC the temperature. This decreases

the efficiency of the system.
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147. Four pumps of a similar type were to be installed in 1975 unc'er the

auspices of the Hydraulics and Rural Development Department, at the rate

of one per cent:

(r) One for Koupela Hospital to supnly nressure water, hot water and
distilled water with a cold chamber for serum and vaccine

preservation-

(b) A second one to supply water to Djubo village;

(c) A third for agricultural water pupply. This pump was intended

for a well drilled in liarkoye and to supply water for cottle ?.nd

irrigation,

(d) A fourth, installed at EIER in.1975, has a collector surface
area of 75 in and .? discharge of 3. to 5 m3/h with a 45 m head;

it operates for 5 to 6 m hours a day.

143. These four* stations will make it possible inter alia to study

operating conditions r.nd evaluate costs. The first two projects are finan

ced by "Catholic Life", the third by DGRCST (France) and the SOFRETES

Company* The pumps will have a power of about 1 KW and the boreholes will

be 13 to 25 in deep. Water will be stored in an earth-banked reservoir

covered with a plastic's sheet. According to available information these

pumps have already been installed* Other stations are scheduled for

installation under the "Sahel Alternative Energies" project. In 1976 some

ten SOFRETES MS—5 pumps were installed in the following places! Kembara,

Djibasso, Kassoum, Thiou, Gorom-Gorom, Ouahobe, Banga, Tapaiko, Darka and

Zinibeogo for village water supplies and water supplies for rangeland. These

stations have a discharge of about 15 nw/day. Financial support came from

French bilateral aid. Under the same project two SOFRETES MS-7 pumps were

installed at Kongoussi and Bnrsalogho, although intended for village water

supply, these two pumps can deliver 250 litres of hot water a &zy er-ch and

provide refrigeration (they arc equippedwith a 150—litre refrigerator
operating at 3 C). EIER is also planning to supply water to hospitals,
stock—breeding centres in communities and rural villages,

149. EIER is engaged in an applied research programme for improving the

components 6f the solar mechanical pump and reducing cost. In order to

reduce flat collector costs it is investigating concrete flat collectors

and trickle systems, with a view to having them 90 percent locally built.

A high efficiency diaphragm motor has hcon designed in the school and a

prtent has been taken out. Research is also proceeding to improve the

condenser and adrpt it to local low—h-ydrometry climatic conditions. Evrpora—

tion condensers would help to lower tire temperature of the cold source and

reduce its water consumption.
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XJ~. EIER has made a "research agreement" with the solar mechanical
pump manufacturer under which improvements developed bv EEER -re vested

in the manufacturer and introduced into prototypes.

!51. Water-heaters and cookers* Manufacturing solar water heaters an>i

cookers locally would help to save firewood. Water heater prototypes

made in Niamey fulfilled expectations and could be manufactured locally.

Solar cookers would solve the crucial issue of wood supply and would help
to check the deforestation process which is assuming alarming proportions.

At present, the firewood used in Ouagadougou comes from 50 to 50 krn away.
In 5 to 10 years time the distance will have increased so mucN that supply

will be.out of,the question.

1R2. Dryers; Fruit and vegetable drying is an imprtant activity in Oner

Volfa, and designs of operational prototypes of solar dryers would be

welcome with a view to setting up local manufacture.

■153, Cooling; EEER has researched refrigeration with solar pumps end

windmills with a view to adding compressors to the systems,

154. Solar" equipment for buildings; The Volte Valley Authority is
planning to flood so'ne onchbcercia.sis affected areas (a disease causing
blindness) , The inhabitants will be resettled in new villages. The
head of Town-planning and Architecture has suggested that the new dwellings

should, have solar collectors as a standard feature for water heatinci

power generation and water pumping,

155. Power generation; At present nothing is being done in Upper Volta
about-solar power generation. Designs for low power (l.Ktf) generators
would be welcome to run well pumps (3 to 6 rn /h, from 5 to 25 m head),
lighting for part of a dispensary, storage of:drugs etc.

156. EIER r»lans to generate power from mechanical-solar pumps, with

capacities ranging from 2 to 5 KW, This could provide power for small

rural'communities, ELER puts great emphasis en reliability, since

maintenance and spare-parts supply are difficult in U^per Volta.

1^7. Insolation and wind measurementss Since 19^2 insolation measurements

have been made by the Meteorolordc-1 Services at 13 stations equipped with

heliographs. Daily sunshine duration is recorded. It is found that annual

sunshine duration ranges from 2 300 h to 3 200 h. These figures are

similar to those for the South of France.

153. Wind measurement was made for one year under the WMD project for the

supply of 3 windmills to Upper Volta. Measurement ought to be«carried

through over a five-year period in order to yield useful results for wind

energy planning in the country.
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5 Education and training: The Inter-State Rural Development Engineering

(EIER) already has a therraodynamic solar pump for demonstration. A course

on solar technology is feasible* Ouagadaugau...Xe.chnical School plans to set

up a refrigerating engineering stream. SolaT energy applications to air-

'conditioning and refrigeration could probably be introduced into the curri

culum.

l60. New, research organizations; Now that the 'new bodies have been set up,

the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research and the Scientific

and Technological Research Agency (DRST) are the specialist bodies jointly
researching solar energy. The rain functions of the DRST are co-ordination,

leadership and s$mthesis, for the use of solar energy and applications

affects different sectors which do not actually come under the DRST.

151. In the. preparatory stage of data collection on ground insolation,

a network for measuring total radiation and sunshine hours was Set j^p in the

Upper Volta 'in 1971. One team of university researchers are studying

thermal conversion and another teara bioenergy conversion; both teams are

st:ill jln.the early stages of their proiect5^;»Al.§.2x.:.?r^5i?a*ions Tioi: '"
directly under the national authorities are carrying out research work in

; the-. Upper* Volta.

152. The regional organizations concerned 'or likely to be concerned with

sol?r energy include the Inter-State Rural Development Engineering School

(■EIER) at Ouagadougou, a pool of 13 States, 3 of thorn from the Sahel? the

Inter-State Hydraulic Study Centre (CIEH) at OuaradpU£ojLU._the Inter-Strte
Rehabilitation Commission for drought-affected areas in the Sahel (CILSS)
at Ouagadougou and.the Liptako-Gourma Authority. CILSS has included a solar

energy project* in the compendium of projects approved by the S-.hal member

States {project No*30l),

1^3. CJEHtdeals with all aspects of water including dewatering. Research
on dewatefing led to experiments with some forms of energy, in the event

wind power' and bior-as. CIEH runs projects which include experiments on

.pumping, windmills and principally the production of bioitiethane gos.

Research on bipmethane gas production-proceeded Kith...FAC. funding for many

.years and two tanks were installed at the Committee's headouarters at

Ouagadougou and eight inore outside Ouagadougou. This experiment was in

line with the two aspects - energy and agronomy - of the programme, which

ran for two years and resulted inter alia in the construction of a small

cooker running on the gas produced and in the use of bioraethane gas to run

a;pump. Another of the programme's projects tackled the conversion of pumps

to run on biomethane gas instead"of petrol. The items in the second phase

of the Committee's programme include a survey on biomethane gas demand and a

project on the use and processing of hanan faeces, as »ell' as improvements

to ecrlier items. It is also the intention of the CIEH to improve informa

tion and documentation relating to the uses of new forms of energy*
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164. CEAO. having organized jointly with CILSS the 1976 Bamako seminar
on "Solnr Energy and Development", the first meeting of its kind in Snhellian
Africa/recently decided to set up a "regional" Solar Energy Centre on the
^commendation, of.it* Ad %>c Committee. The Centre includes all the «Aer
countries of the Community and has its headquarters at Bamako. As yet it
is not operational, but it may have a very imprtant part ot play in the
harmonization of research programmes in the Sahel region and the co-ordination

of work.

l65 At the present time several research groups in West, Central and
East Africa are researching into the practical uses of solar energy, but

their means are limited.

166. A brief summary of activities carried out in other African countries

(as available) may be summarized as follows:

BENI.N

167. Two pumps guinard photovoltaic were installed in 1973 one of which is
operating very well with outputs of about 30 cubic meters per day. A
programme of experimentation with new forms of energy, especially solar, will
be defined by one ONUDI expert included in the second development plan,

scheduled to start in 1931•

BOTSWANA

168. Solar insolation is relatively high, while the mean annual sunshine

duration is around 3300 hours.

169. The development of solar energy devices has been undertaken mainly
by non-govermment organizations. A rural-based centre which has taken

e leadership role in solar energy experimentation in Botswana-.is the Rural
Industries Innovations Centre. This centre has developed solar cookers,

ovens, stills, biogas units and windmills, some of which are now being tested
in the field. Most of the work has involved adaptation of proven technology
to meet local needs which is then introduced into villages through extension

workers. Some of the needs of the urban population have been met by one
commercial organization which fabricates solar heaters of the conventional
design type. Another rurcl-based group is now in the process of establishing

a renewable energy technology unit which will concentrate-on the development

of solar pumps,

BURUNDI

170. No concrete work has been undertaken in the country as yet in the
field of research and development of solar enerfjv. However, the Burundi
rrovernraent h?s made several formal requests to ECA for the assistance of one

solar energy expert in order to:
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- have recommendations on the practical use of solar, wind and

biogas energies; and

- work out a realistic programme of priority steps to take,

specifying necessary resources and implementation costs.

_ - establishment of a national solar energy centre,

171• The eco-climatology office within the Burundi Agronomic Science

Institute (iSABU) operates a network of 14 stations all over the country
recording climatic data. Five of these record sunshine duration as well as

integrated radiation* Recommendations have been fiir.de whereby all 14 stations

ought to be oouipped with Campbell Stockes heliographs r.nd anemometers

coupled with mechanical adding machines.

CAMEROON ' '' "

172. In September 1977, the Cameroon Government made a request to ECA for

its assistance in working out a concrete research and development programme

in the field of practical utilization of solar energy in Cameroon.

173» There are, at this stage, national institutions which could, under

take research and development activities. Beside the Ministry of Energy,

ther is a National Board for Scientific and Technical Research, under-

which the Technology, Industry and Mining Research Institute has an energy-

research co—ordinator. Besides, research is currently undertaken by staff

and students of the University and Polytechnic Institute of Yaounde, Kith

special emphasis on biogas conversion.

The National Railway Company (Regifercam) has placed a sizeable
order for 20 railway-signalling stations to be operated by solar celTs. ;

The_anticipated power consumption will be about 400 wh/day. '

174- An investigation report on possible 'contributions of solar, wind and
biogas energies to the development of the United Republic of Cameroon has

been submitted to the Government's consideration by. a professor in the

Physics Department, University of Yaounde, who is also a professor at the

Polytechnic Institute. Here is a broad outlines

(i) Assessment of neodsi

To make the necessary assessment of solar and wind resources:

as a preliminary stop, to gather all data recorded in the past

to plant sunshina and wind data-recording stations throughout

the country;

... ; Tp evaluate shcrt/niddle-ran^e needs in terms of low-teaperature

energy: to rssess.domestic power—consumption as well as in

industries usinn; low—temperature .thermal power; to. assess. agri

culture nee^s for the firyinr- of af-ro-food produce? to assess the

• * present level of energy consumption in water pumping for

domestic use; to assess present ^nd future needs that coulr^ be

met by the use of biotas enerpy^
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- Tp study transfer of technology: simultaneously with data
patherinr and assessment of needs, initiating possible transfer
of technology for Xocal production of alternative ener^-based,. ;.

eauipment is advisable.

(ii) Evaluation of resources to b* enured in the implementation of this

Project

- Evaluation of solar, wind and biotas energy potential: toco-
' ordinate activities; tc select measuring eouipmsnt; to make c. cost

evaluation of the programme;

- Assessment of needs: to determine surTeys to be carriedout; to
co-ordinate activities; to assess required aid;, to evaluate cost,

- Transfer of technology planning to purchase flat collectors
available on the international market for field-testing to
inves?i'ate local manufacture of collectors suited to local envi
ronmental conditions and to technological and economic contracts,
tc investigate construction of a biogas digestor;

- To provide adequate documentation facilities* library; specific
journals; photostats or microfilms of scientific literature.

17* In the first nlace a national policy seems to be essential in the _
field of Search and development of solar, wind and biogas energy sources.
Secondly, co-ordination of activities at the national level is desirable.
Concretl recommendations have been mo.de by EGA on structures tc be set up
as well as on short-Mddle-term projects to be carried out.

176 Rer-rdinr existing operational devices, it should be notedthat a ,
SOFRETES type water-Pumr was planted at Makary in 1976. With a.7O sp.m.
collector surface area, this pump draws 3 cu.m./hr from a 20 ». ^d.

^1-^i^:^^^
Yaounde•

CAPE VERDE ISLANDS

177 Severn1 solar and wind energy devices operate in various parts of the
country. The Ministry of Rural Development is enr^ed in expenaentinC and
testing the efficiency of windmills of vcrious capacities, of axi-nener,tor»
Zt of « SOFRETES US 3 tyPe solar PunP rxt Praia, on the experimentations
sites of &m Felippe rnd Achnd- Bderia, with UNDP financial support.
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173, A SDFRETES water pump was also assembled at Saint Dociin^os in 1977.

CH&D

179* Nc~research and development activity .has been undertaken to date;

however several solar devices have been installed in the Country since 197^3

- one SOFRETES thermodynamic punp at Karal* The collector surface

area is 70 m2, with a duty of 3 m3/hr against a head of 20 m»

with a 5 hrs/dcy operating tine, this pumps supplies 1.5 m3 water

per day. It was commissioned in 1976.
r

- two sister pumps have been planted since then, one at Ati, the

other at N'Gouri.

- one SOFRETES 5 kw punp has been planted on the Ndjnmena cattle-

market for water—supply to the cattle*

130. The Chad Government is basically interested in water—pumping; (through
mechanical, electrical or wind pumps), water-processing (by solar heating

and distillation), food and medicine preservation (by solar drying and by

absorption or compressor—types cold—storage room refrigeration), power
generation through low-capacity plants (photocells), refrigeration and air
-conditioning • Such activities shall be carried out under a National

Research and Development Centre to be established.

CONGO

131. The Department of Physics of the Brazzaville College of Sciences

decided in October 1975 to study the possibilities offered by the use of

solar energy in the Popular Republic of the Congo,

132. The first task consists of making an investigation in order to

examine closely the local needs in industrial and domestic energy, the

average financial and technical possibilities of the population, and the

insolation conditions in the whol^ country•

133* In parallel to this trsk, the Brazzaville College of Sciences, since

October 1975> hr>.& organized post University lessons of the third cycle level

about solar energy. A scientific and technical library is being created*

l3AB The research work which could lead to doctorates is;being defined;

it will have to consider the economical situation of the country and the

possibility of internrtionr.l co-operation particularly with the laboratory

of Solar Engineering of Perpignan (France) and the ONERSOL of Niamey (Niger) ,
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185. More particularly, the study of the comportment of flat captors is

undertaken simultaneously in Brazzaville , and,in the kinetic and electro

chemical laboratory of the Perpignan University. Results will be; exchanged

and compared in order to ndjust captors as well as possible to local

conditions of use. In this aim, comparative studies of solar distillers

will be made simultaneously in Brazzaville and Perpignan (distillers of

the."Glasshouse" and "streaming" types).

136. Later on, other applications of flat captors will be studied, as

well as the possibilities given by electrosolar direct converters.

DJIBOUTI ■ '

187. According to available information, a SOFRETES TS 3 solar pump is

being installed in the Republic of Djibouti for irrigation purposes-by =

French bilateral Aid.

188. The Republic does not seem to have undertaken research in solar energy

to date.

ETHIOPIA

139. The applications of solar energy in which Ethiopia is mostly interested,

are:

Direct use of Solar Energy

(a) For mechanical drive (including flour mills and small industries);

(b) For water pumping (both for water supply and for irrigation);

(c) For food and crop drying;

(d) For water heating;

(e) For cooking;

(f) For solar distillation; .

(g) For ambient air conditioning and for refrigeration (food
conservation);

(h) For decentralized electric power supply to rural areas either

on.isolated basis or integrated basis (small hydro, wind and

storage batteries).

About 100 to 120 prototype experimentation in about five years period could

be of interest•
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190. The country has just begun to collect the relevant radiation data

to enable, it to effect proper planning with respect to its development.

It is intended to test some solar pumps to see what adaptive research needs

to be undertaken in the Ethiopian context,

191• A limited programme of development has already started in Ethiopia

in solar energy, and in the very near future the proposed acquisition of

two solar pumping sets on aid basis is envisaged, A very interesting solar

cooker, prototype was prduced by an individual concerned.

192# Solar Energy, has been recognized- a priori — to partly satisfy, the

energy requirements of the country,, But since Ethiopia, like many other

developing countries does not possess enough trained manpower, industrial

infrastructure and financial capability, aid would be required in all

aspects of the development stage0 Aid would be needed in the study of the

potential applications of solar energy in rural energy supplies in all its

aspects.. This will have to be of course, preceded by the study of ways :

and means of collecting and processing parameters for the application of

solar energy in all its forms,

193* Aid would also be required in the development of infrastructure

hardware and software) for carrying out research development experimentation
and testing under actual field conditions, evaluation of results, and

finally, expansion of solar energy systems to reach the vast majority of the

rural inhabitantso This will then be followed for the development of

infrastructure for the eventual design, manufacturing' and/or assembly of

the whole or of parts of these solar energy systems together with the

necessary manpower training and institutional development. 1—/

GABON

194 • There is no administrative body as yet in Gp.bon in charge of research

and development of solar energyo However, the Government has developed the

use of solar cells for television. In 1975> four television sfcts were

installed in rural communities* Results seem to have been very encouraging

and the Government is planning large-scale extension of the system, especia

lly _ in rural rreas.

195* ELF-GABON CoraF^ny is using a radio-telephony system running on solar

cells for communication with the various off—shore oil-drilling rigs.

GAMBIA

196* In the Gambia, solar energy utilization has hardly been sutdied.

However, some roea&urments pertinent to the solar energy potentia.1 have

been carried out by the Department of Hydro—Meteorological Services.
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The country experiences over 3000 hours of sunshine per year, mostly vie.

direct radiation, except in August when the radiation flux is less than

400 Langleys per day. A significant use is already made of solar energy in

the production and processing of agricultural products. For example, over

130,000 metric tons of groundnuts and over 70,000 tons of cereal, mainly

millets, sorghum, and rice are dried yearly by stacking or spreading them

in the sun before thrashing; and up to 20,000 tons of marine products caught

locally, of which 50 per cent is exported, are usually sun-dried. Plans

for economic and social development call for increased output of smoked or

dried fish. Given the fact that tons of groundnuts turn mouldy each year,

solar assisted crop drying techniques could be useful in this regard.

197* There can be, therefore, indentified three major areas in vhich solar
energy development could prove to be of great benefit to the country:

1. As a solution to the environmental and ecological problems

' of deforestation.

2. As an operable alternative in the face of rising energy needs,

" especially of the rural population, and population growth.

3. As a middle level technology providing jobs and income*

Solar energy systems could be utilized in various forms:

A. Direct heat energy systems - cookers, water heating and crop and

' fish drying,

B. Electrical energy systems - photovoltaic and thermal systems

for villare lirhtin," and water pumping.

C. Converted mechanical systems — irrigation pumps, space cooling

for houses, offices and factories, and refri^errtion.

198. It is believed that increased and improved inputs of energy in the

country*s production machinery are almost a precondition to" improved

economic and social status of Gambians. While it is not arnued that solar

energy can immediately replace conventional sources, it could on*a lon£

term basis be a viable alternati^.3, especially as a solution to the

desertification problem,,

GHANA

199» A solar energy committee was recently set up under the aegis of the

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), to co-ordinate

direct solar applications. A few modern solar devices, such as solar

heaters and dryers are now in varied stages of R and D at the universities

and reaserch centres. Direct sunshine is also utilized for all kinds of

drying processess, especially for agricultural products, meat and fish.
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200. Solar .refrigeration, water pumping and irrigation, by way of solar-

powered thermal *nd photovoltaic systems, could assist on-going efforts
^Se clean water available and to improve agricultural productivity,
especially in the northern and upper regions.

GUINEA •

301. Little work on solar energy was done in the past. However, a

nf the ™r«, consisting of data collection on insolation wind and
waves! fs flS underway In Conakry and Kinton, with plans for extension

1 the climatic rocions of the country, The School of Sciences at
the Polytechnic Institute, has also produced a solar water-heater ,.;nd
dryer! which were tested over the past several months and were found to
^satisfactory. The use of local materials and aluminium foil for the
herters is -1Z being investigated. Encouraging results were obtained when
the solar dryer was used for fish and other products like manioc peanuts
-Z toMcco (eaves. Two other phases of the programme will be the
instillation of two 1.3 KW photovoltaic pumps and the introduction of
digesters on a large scale.

IVORY COAST

202 T'^e Ivory Coist National Centre for Scientific Research has not
u^ertlen concrete work in the field of solar energy research and develo
pment to date. However work is being carried out at various levels;

(i) The Boike television complex

Three television sets running on photocells have been experimented
since 1975. Now, nearly 900 schools in rural areas use this system. The
Government is planning to extend it to all rural villages which are not

yet connected to the power network.

(ii) The National University of Abidjan

The Science Faculty of the Abidjan University has undertaken investi-
nd testing of solar air-conditioning devices. Tnrough its staff

Other experiments arc being crrned out.
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(iii) The Abidjan-Niger Railway Coopgny (RAN)

A sizeable order has been placed with a.private manufacturer for
solar signalling stations to be planted all along the railway linking

Abidjan with Ouagadougou. Installation work''should start very shortly,,

(iv) Ivory Coast Electrical Power (EECl)

The National Electrical Power Authority of Ivory Coast has establi
shed a Department in charge of investigating various utilizations of

alternative energy sources. This department is destined to co-operate with
all institutions in the.country dealing w.ith practical utilization of
rnewable energy sources, and to work out a■practical development programme.

203, The National Centra for Scientific Research is planning to sstrblish
through EECI a co-ordinating body that would cover all research ?nd
development activities in the field of renewable energy sources/

KENYA ■ " . . . ' ; '

204. The land mass of Kenya lies approximately 4.5 degrees north and
south of the Equator and, as a result, much of the land receives sol-r
radiairion all year round. The Department of Physics and Meteorology of
the University of Nairobi have been collecting radiation data in the past
15 to 20 years and have just released a solar map of the country. These
data indicate insolation levels of 30-42 watts per square centimetre in
some areas in. the country. The Department of Physics and Engineering ct
the University of Nairobi have also been conducting basic research on '
materials which are locally available and would be suitable for fabrication
of dryers, heaters and other solar devices. Solar water-heaters are being
developed, manufactured and commercialized by five private firms in Kenya1
Total sales of the heaters for 1973 were around 10,000 units, Pt prices
ranging from 2000 to.5000 . Kenya shillings for a unit with a collector

surface area of 0m% square metres. A proposal has been made to the
government to legislate that a provision be undo for solar water-heaters in
all new buildings which are fitted to supply hot water. More efficient

solar dryers, are being developed by the Pyrethrum Board to Kenya- for drvinp
of pyrethrum flowers. These dryers could also be used for. other crops'
like coffee, sisal, maize, tobacco and tea. In 1973, the Mechanical
Engineering .Department of the University of Nairobi fabricated a prototype
of a German solar oven. This oven can attain a temperature.of about 200
degrees.Celsius. Work is also in progress oji solar water-pumping, desa
lination, refrigeration and electric power generation by photovoltaic
systems.
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90S The solar pump unit installed at Wajir is the first of its kind in
Kenya. In September 1975, the French Government offered to" donate a water
pump power by solar energy. In consultation with the (French) manufacturers
of thrPump and the French Embassy, the Ministry of Water Development

selected Wajir as the site for the pump*

206o Installation and commissioning of the pump was.completed by January
1973. The pump is being operated over Well .No, 29, (more commonly known

cover^n area of about 90 .q.m. The collectors-are made of aluminium "1^
covered by glass sheets. They provide the hot source by ^ting dxatx
^ter with 8nti-corrosive additive circulating through"them. Tne well
water is the cold source. Thermodynamic fluid is Froon.

In average of 30 m3/day lifted from the well to tVe elevated servxee
reservoir' in the Range Water compound.

Mr. Paritosh C. Tyagi, Head of Design, Ministry of Water Development.

LES0TH3

703. Climatic observation is undertaken with 1, or 2 heliographs (Maseru,
Roma University) . Few pyranometers no long term records) , two or three
anelmeters (fe» long tS» records) . Reasonable dcta are available on
precipitation and temperature over the whole country.

*2D9. ■■ Solar cooking fits into the Lesotho structure in many ways (climate
is suitable, out-door cooking is common). Hovever the main meals are
"ken n^rnlng and evening. Solar cooking combined with a "^y-W' could
SSta evening Lai. Institutional solar cooking could be done
any tiW. Many schools serve a midday soup. Agam here^a very simple and
reliable back-up system is necessary even if it is a cowdung fxre right
under the solar cooker, (flat plate steam cooker, immobile).

210. Pumped water seldom needs treatment in Lesotho. Distillation of
•mrVter to H?0 for batteries and medical purposes is necessary ..nd will
bfdone in tte'n^r future through the Ministry of Rural ^velopneat
(Minrudev) solar workshop. The capacities will be very small, one to ten

litres per day.
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211. Drying of peaches is presently done on galvanised iron sheets*(roofs).

Solar dryers will be built and demonstrated by the Minrudev workshop to

improve the cviality of the products and reduce losses.

212. Water heating for domestic use is progressing". Several housing

schemes have installed solar water heaters available on the local market.

There are around 100 to 150 family-units installed, mostly oh houses-of

teaching staff and civil servants. One group of approximately 3D units

experienced problems in winter which were overcome by improvement of the

piping. Nine units manufactured in Maseru in 1975 are in use. Their
production was stopped because of "lack of capital"*

213* This above mentioned production may soon re-start. If not it should
definitely be assisted to this effect. Within the Minrudev solar programme

a number of water heaters were tested. Two models proved suitable. One

of them is being installed in five strategic places in the country. First

results are encouraging. The installation of water heaters in hospitals is
of high priority. Capital is scarce for this particular purpose. One
hospital in the northern mountains has been equipped in 1969. This insta
llation is still working.

214* A passive solar house scheme is in progress. Five demonstration
models nra to be built in the north of the country. On the basis of these

five houses designs should be chosen and financially assisted to be
multiplied all over the country.

,215. Smallish experiments and small to medium commercial green houses
are in operation, mostly in Maseru and in central mountain village.

Commercial viability has been provan. Remote schools should be assisted
to build attached greenhouses,. This would serve several purposes:

(a) Heat the school which can not afford fuel even in sub-zero
conditions,

(b) Grow fruit for either school kitchen or families.

(c) Assist horticulture and biology lessons.

(d) Condition the ^ir of the class-rooms which is often stale when
doors and windows are closed due to the cold.

216. Simple attached greenhouses for family quarters should be promoted
with small capital assistance and a large educational programme.

217. While the winter in Lesotho is sunny the summer is frequently cloudy.
Even light clouds can upset solar cooking. For this reason solar cookers

must be integrated with another way of heating. The same applies for "■

vegetable dryers. Three consecutive days of rain spoil a drying batch.

Solar pumps should be complemented with wind-mills or designed in r. way
that an ordinary fire can take over the heating process.
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LIBYA

210. In the Libyan Jamahiriya, the first solar-energy based device was
installed in the Sidi Rhouma rrea in May 1973. It is a water-pump for
irrigation purposes^

219, According to the Chairman of the "Djebel Akhdar" project executive
committee, solar energy utilization is scheduled under this project as

well as other agricultural projects in the country.

220 The Libyan Jamahiriya Government plans to set up a long-term progra

mme of practical utilization of solar energy, particularly for irrigation
and village and pastoral hydraulics. There is to date no research insti

tution in this field in the country.

' Activities are also being carried in the field of solar water

distillation. ■ ; - ■

MADAGASCAR :

221. Research is being currently carried out at the Antananarivo Poly

technic Institute on the practical use of solar water-hoater,

222. However, it should be noted that an experimental solar wood-dryer _
has been in operation for some years at CTFT in Madagascar. Except in such
countries as Columbia and Turkey, this technique is not publicized adecuately.

22V In 1973 at the University of Antananarivo, has been established the
University Delegation for New Energies with r, task to collect and assess

solar drtr., some programmes on flat plate collectors and dryers.

224. The New Energies Society, an affiliate of the National Electricity
& wrter supply and the National Oil Company, has been established in 1979.
Research and sales programmes are carried out in solar energy field.

225. The workshop of the Scientific and Technical Research Ministry

constructed a solar water heater in 19^0 with local materials. This .

apparatus is now being tested.

MALAWI ■

226. Preliminary analysis of available data on solsr radiation ahows that

the solar energy potential in Malawi is enormous.
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227. To fulfil the country's development programme the area of energy

needs are many? the priority r.reas for solar energy are: boiling water,

cooking food, pumping water for irrigation, drying fish, drying agricultural

products, food preservation by refrigeration;, use of thermo and/or photo-

batteries for educational needs and operating radio receivers.

228. With limited resources research by the Staff of the University of

Malawi has been undertaken in the following areoss

(a) Measurements of solar radiation using an Eppley precision
radiation pyranoraeter* This will include spectral distribution of energy

and also calculate mean daily total solar radiation*

(b) Design and construct radio receiver to be operated by solar cells
and with auxilliary accumulators to be charged during the day and use at

night. .

(c) Design and fabricate low cost solar cooker and water and study
the efficiency,

(d) Design., construct and operate a simple absorption refrigeration
system. 1/

229. An evaluation of the contribution which solar energy can make to the

rural development efforts of developing countries has been carried out. .,;

The work was motivated by the increasing awareness of the need for rural ,■.;

development schemes featuring an appropriate technology and where small—-

scale, rural based industrialization complements other development .effort,; ■

such as improved agricultural output, etc.

230. The investigation which has been carried out includes:

(l) the evaluation of some specific areas of rural development
projects where solar energy could be applicable and where its

utilization would further its acceptance as an aid to development;

- (2) the identification of low—cost solar energy devices applicable to

rural areas and suitable for local .manufacture| ...

(3) the assessment of factors relevant to the implementation of solar
energy in rural areas, such as socio—economic considerations,

technical appropriateness, development strategy and the national

international co-operation required.

1/ Prof, A.K, Som, Physics Department, University of Malawi, Zonibai
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231. The priorities of solar energy implementation geared to specific

applied technology objectives in rural development, programmes include!

Food production, preservation and processing;

rural industrialization and small-scale power system

improvement of health and other facilities,

232. The assessment of the above areas shows that solar energy by itself

or complemented by other small-scale energy source(s) - wind, hydro, methane
gas can nake a considerable contribution to an integrated rural development

programme.

233. The necessity of national backing and the international co-operation

required to develop and encourage a strategy for the implementation of solar

energy in rural development programmes of developing countries. 1/

MAURITANIA

234. The lack of economic development of the rural sector, which represent

95 percent of the population _, and the ecological imbalance due to the

geographical position of the country are causing migration to the urban

centres. Solar energy development and application would make life more

bearable for the rural people. The greatest needs which solar energy

technologies could help satisfy involve provision of adequate fresb water,

water heating, sanitary facilities Jand the efficient drying of agricultural

products.

235« A one-kilowptt solar pump, a Rankine therraodynaraic system with a

capacity of 50 cubic metres per dvy, has been installed at Chinguetti with

a second bore—hole system to be installed at Butileme, which will produce

400 cubic metres per day. A 12 KW pump, financed by a grant of $5^0,000

from the European Development Fund, has also been installed to provide

irrigation for a rice field of 22 hectares^ located along the Senegal River.

This pump will have a capacity of 200 cubic metres per day. It has also

been installed a one peak-kilowatt photovoltaic-powered pump with a capacity

of 25-30 cubic metres per day. Finally, solar stills are being studied to

help to solve the water supply problem of the rural population living on the

sea coast. This project is financed by the United Nations Developnent

Programme with feasibility studies done by Tom Lawand 'of the Brace Research

Institute of McGill University, Crnad'a.

1/ Dr» ''J.K. Kennedy, University of Malawi, the Polytechnic, Chichiri,

Blantyre.
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236. Mauritania is considering the creation of solar research institute

prototypes and conduct studies on the impact of new technologies.

MAURITIUS

237. An investigation proeramme into the practical application of
alternative sources of energy is under consideration, be it solar, wind or
shoreTthe nain ones are firstly, Mauritius, by virtue of its favourable

iti t itlise on an abundant and
shoreTthe nain ones are firstly, Mauritius, by a
geographical location is in a position to capitalise on an abundant and
^ source of energy; mean annual solar radiation averages «tartl.

tti f rogramme based on altm2 and secondly implementation of a programme based on alternative source
of energy will lead to a significant reduction on dependence of imported

fuel •

233. Concerning direct applications of solar energy, water-heaters are
in use in a few houses and hospitals. These heaters are licensed by

Australianmanufacturers. It is also investigated the use of email solar
stills to produce distilled water for car batteries,

MOROCCO

239. Morocco is engaged in implementing a number of research and
development projects, particularly on solar water heating, active and
palsive heating of buildings, solar water distillation, solar drying,
greenhouses, and solar water pumping.

NIGERIA , .

240. At present, a number of'groups of scientists inNigeria are,engaged
in research of the practical use of solar energy although the resources
a? their disposal are still limited. In this connexion, the Universities
of l-pos, Nsukka, Ibadan and Zrria have carried out some research in
different fields involving experiments, design and cost evaluation of some

solar devices.

241. In the University of Noukka work has been carried out on the use of
sol^r energy for coolina. Experiments are carried out in which a flat
prate, collator and a. paraboloidal cylindrical cencentrator are u^ for
?he "Sol.r Energy ftiryest'V Water is .the energy absorbing fluid .nd tae
heated tater is^irculated by regulated thernosypbon action to a lagged ■ «
collector enclosing the generator of "Type 27A1 Production No. 9280*71-
hectic Electrolux Absorption Refrigeration Unit". Thermal energy from the
sun then replaces the kerosene burning process in such ^ems. /^a
^nin is the primary Generator binary mixture and results obtained show
th-t with collector areas of close to 2.0 n2, the maximum generator tempe
rature is about 80°C rnd the maxiuiun cooling inQthe evaporator only about

14°G below the ambient temperature of around 33 C.
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242. In the University of Lagos, research and development are undertaken

in the fields of solar water heating and solar distillation* The University

of Zaria is testing a solar water pump of the Guinard 500 type using solar

cellso

243» A Federal Agency "The National Science and Technology Development

Agency" (NSTDA) has been created with a responsibility to find and initiate
research and development of alternative energy technologies including solar.

SIERRA LEONS '

244* Some research activities undertaken at the former Fourah Bey College,

now the Sierra Leons National University in Freetown, bore on solar energy

utilization for water heating and -efrigeration. This has been discontinued

since present activities in the field of solar energy utilization are

practically insignificanto

245« One locally manufactured solar water heating was installed on the

roof of the Science Faculty several years agoa This devices supplies hot

water to the campus; however features pnd performance data are unknown.

SOMALIA

The Somali Government vas planning to construct one large solar

distiller with 2,000 ni2 surface area at Khuda, with a view to supplying a

fishing community with drinking water. The project w.s scheduled for 1973—

79 with UNICEF assistance* The Somali Government's committment was expressed

in a series of requests forwarded to UNICEF in 1976 for the finalization of

the Khuda distiller project, to UNESCO for the working out of a solar energy

utilization development project and, in 1973, to Itsly for integrated projects

on solar, wind and biogas energy utilization© A request to the same effect

has been submitted to UNECA. . -

SWAZILAND ' ■ ' ■ :

247* The Swaziland Collegs of Technology in M'Br.bane is carrying out tests

on solsr water heating with a view to supplying all the recruired hot water

to a hotel scheduled fcr construction for tHo Hotel trrinin£ Centre located

in the vicinity of the College* . '

243«, Other experiments are unde: taken with a view to extending the use of •
solar vater heaters and other uses of solar energy to tbe whole country.
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TANZANIA

249. The National Scientific Research Council of Tanzania has carried
out a series of research investigations and studies for utilizing solar,

wind and biogas energy involving location of prototypes, economic evaluation

and population acceptability.

250. The activities are undertaken by some teachers end students of the

National University under the supervision of the Tanzania National

Scientific Research Council. Different investigations wers made regarding

the performance and improvement of: ■ ■ . ..

r- solar cookers of the, Vita type,

- some windpowers generators, and

— biogas small scale equipr^ent.

251. In the field of research r.n^ development of solar, wind and bi«gas

energy, the Tanzanian Governmant is working in collaboration with the

Federal Republic of Germany, the United States of America, some.private

donors and international organizations like UNIDO.

252. Under -the sponsorship of the Tanzania National Scientific Research
Council and the Board on Science and Technology for International Development

of the United States National Academy; of Sciences, a workshop on solar
energy for the villages of Tanzania-was held in Dar es Salpam in August X977«

253. In recognition of the serious situation facing the,;,country in the

energy sector, work is in progress :dn the research, development and field-

test of a number of solrr devices. Solar stills have been tested in the

laboratory in Dar es Salaam. The cost of distilled water by this process,,

was found to be 20 per cent of the current commercial price. A solar cooker

"was tested in 1977 and 197% and it was'found' to^bc:arcuate; to; eook certain

Tnnzanian disheir like Ugali (maize or cassava ;sti-ff porridge)I*,, Phillips
; Electronics of Holland has donated a photovoltaic water pumping system to

Tanzania which will soon be installed for testing,

254. The1 installation of' a solar water purtp .of. the;.S0FRETE5 MS-^-7 type is

expected soon for rural water supply. In the late 1977 a. Solar Energy

Promotion Committee was established. ; < : . -■ ■■■

; : ' ", ■■■' :" ■'.;■ --j '.■'■■

TOGO ■ " ''■ -■-. ;" ; ' ■."■"■-' ■■■ '■■■>■■ ■*.-*■:■■ '■

255. With over 700 watts per square metre average insolation, direct solar

applications appear possible. Work is currently ,in progress, at, the

University of Benin, Lome, to gather data on solar insolation, wind-regimes,

humidities and temperature variations. Development work is also being done

on flat-plate collectors. Laboratory studies on solar refrigeration, and
the study of solar drying of agricultural products are being undertaken.
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ZAIRE .

256* At the present solar energy experimentation stage Zaire wishes to

be assisted so as to find solutions to the following problems:

(i) solar energy utilization for power generation to run low capacity

telecommunication equipment;

(ii)Power supply to rural areas, especially to public institutions?

(iii)Public water pumping installations in rural areas.

257o Ten television sets run by photocells are already in operation in

Zaire and a televiwion network was installed in 1975* the Mbanza-Ngugu

receives the Kinshasa telecasts and relays them to the N*Kela station which

in turn relays then to the Kongo station which covers a whole region.

Transmitters and reiay stations are entirely run on photocells*

ZAMBIA

Reliable solar radiation data are not readily available* However,

there are calculated data on the intensity of solar radiation and also

other meteorological data which were observed in Zambia over the last 30

yearso

259* Certain research and development work is being carried out on the

utilization of solar energy for such processess as water heating, air-

heating and solar drying, distillation of brackish and sea water, refri

geration and air conditioning based on solar energy conversion into mechanical

and electrical energy** Such applications as solar water drying of agricul

tural produce and other materials, solar cooling and heating of buildings,

solar power systems based on heat engines, refrigeration for food preservation,

etc». are very much in experimental stagesu

260# Solar devices for water heating, air heating, refrigeration and

energy conversion with a hot air engine* were developed in the school of

Engineering of the University of Zambia* Further fields of research and

development of solar plants are under consideration*)
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IV, MAJOR CONSTRAINTS LIMITING THE DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF SOLAR ENERGY
IN AFRICA AND MEASURES AND ACTIONS SUGGESTED '10 OVERCOME THEM

COIKTRAINTS

26l• Lack of adequate information for

decision makers

262. Lack of basic data on solar

energy characteristics -. ' ;:

263b Lack of information flow between

scientists,! engineers and technicians

involved in solar energy activities

in Africa*

264* Social constraints related to

tradition and habits of African rural

population in satisfying its energy

needs

265« Financial constraints related to

high cost of equipment and its

installation:

MEASURES AND ACTIONS

. ..

-Elaboration of consise,and^

documentation on solar energy,

covering technicalr economic and

social aspects of its development

and utilization^?

-Establishment of a network of modern

solar radiation measurement stations

for assessment of solar energy poten

tial .taking into account possible

utilization of existing meteorologi

cal stations and international spe

cialized centres (inventory of solar

energy potential)©

—Periodical organisation of study

tours, workshops, seminars, and

exhibitions of solar energy equi

pment j establishrumt of institutions

at all levels and encouragement of

those established^

-Carrying out studies on social and

economic impacts of;solar energy

utilization in rural areasj.popu

larization of -oolaar equipment., and

its utilization through demonstra —

tion centres, itinerant exhibitions,

lectures and initiation ofrural

population in using the equipment*

—Government's participation in gran

ting preferential tarrifs for equi

pment acquisition; revision of finan

cial practices related to investment

in sclar energy equipment; government's

support for R & D programmes*
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266. Prohibitive costs of imported ma

terials ■

267* Lock o** weakness of R & D pro

grammes for solar energy utilization

in Africa

« Lack of qualified manpower

269# Hazardous character of solar

energy

270* Transportation of materials used

for solar* energy equipment from one

country to another in Africa

271* Natural inhibition to invest in

solar energy

272* Lack of national energy policies

related to the availability of

local resources,demand and i*S' likely

growth

—Increased use q£; locally,/available

materials and expansion^of local

manufacturing of solar equipment

-Concentration of efforts and ela

boration of R & D programmes at

national level and co-operation

with subregional,regional and glo

bal specialized institutions; co

ordination of the existing R & D

programmes with a view to avoid

duplication and/or useless compe

tition,, ,._,-■

-Increase of scholarships number

for training of personnel at all

levels; introduction of courses

on solar energy in high school and

Universities curricula; organiza

tion of on-the—job training;

initiation of short-term speciali

zed1 postr-graduate training sessions*

—Increasing efforts to find

reliable storage methods and uti

lization, where it is possible of

integrated energy system.

-Improvement of packing methods :

and of transportation conditions}

initiation of local production of

equipment elements in co-operation

with national industrial sectors

-Testing by standardized procedures

of solar equipment before launching

it on the market; undertaking of

demonstration pro-grammes with a view

to convince the consumers on relia

bility and effeciency of solar

equipment*

—Elaboration of national energy

integration of solar energy within

national energy programmes; ini

tiation of co-operation with world

wide specialized institutions for

an eventual international assistan

ce*
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V. SUGGESTIONS FOR A PROGRAMME OF ACTION POLICIES AND PRIORITIES FOR

DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION OF SOUR ENERGY IN AFRICA

273* Effective and rational exploitation of solar energy by African

countries necessarily presupposes the following action:

- The formulation a'nd implementation of a concerted global energy

policy in its various aspects at the national, subregional and

regional levels, with attention being paid to the specific

conditions in the individual countries;
. . ■■■> ■■ ' ■ :\n}> .--..■■■■■■:

- - The rational organisation and the conducting of Research and

Development through Jpr^ogrammes in which account is taken of

national priorities based on findings pertaining to the sectoral

contribution" of solar Energy to the solution of problems relating

to energy in particular and to economic development in general|

- The establishment of agencies or institutions at the national,

subregional and regional levels for the purpose of designing,

carrying Qut and monitoring the execution of Research and

Development programmes in the field of solar energy (Regional
Subregional and National Energy Centres);

- The establishment of a network of solar radiation observatories

and measuring stations adapted to the demands of the new techniques

for exploiting solar energy, including the centralization of

findings and the formulation of complete measuring programme, with

account being taken of the possibilities of using existing

meteorological stations for the collection of data on the radiation

regime of inclined surfaces, the measurement of direct and diffuse

radiation and the carrying out of spectral analyses, the measuring

of albedo and the like wiih appropriate apparatus;

- The promotion of local industries in the building, metal-working,

glass-making, mechanical and electrical engineering and other

sectors, with the aim of putting into practice and vulgarizing the

results obtained by sucu industries all along with the development

of solar devices nhich might be produced industrially.

- The promotion of co-operation on as broad a base as possible with

foreign agencies and institutions concerned with Research and

Development in the field o33 solar energy and in the mass production

of solar apparatus and facilities;

- The training of the necessary research workers and technical

personnel, possibly including advanced training or retraining

courses;
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-Making government authorities and people aware of the enormous possi
bilities of solar.energy potential and the value of practical

applications already available through a large-scale campaign to ■■'
demonstrate and popularize prototypes already produced in Africa and

other parts of. the world, by promoting their use and mass industrial
• production in sx'tu .with a view to increasing their economic viability

and improving their performance; etc. (Demonstration Centres, Seminars,

Confeiences ',« ■■'•,,:.'..

274. .Solar, energy offers new possibilities which merit the making of

substantial"efforts aimed at gjsne alizing the use of its various application,
Programmes covering all.aspects of their rapid promotion should be initiated

right away .at tb.e national, subregional and regional levels with the help

of EGA, UNESCOPUNEP, arid other United Nations bodies.

275. TJie order of priorities for basic action as recommended by previous

ECA meetings is as follows2

(i) Increased knowledge of solar potential through improved and
more extensive measurement and monitoring (inventory).

(ii) Problems related to water ,

(a) Pumping

(b) Distillation

(c) Irrigation

(iii) Solar heating

(a) Heating of air and water

(b) Solar cookers

j ■ ..... , (c) Solar kilns ■=-...,
-, ,,; . . (d) Green houses . . .

,(iv) Preservation of products

(a) Drying

(b) Refrigeration

:.,.., (v) Production of electricity

t&) Rural electrification

(b) Telecommunications

(c) Air-conditioning

(vi) Integrated use of solar, wind and bioraethane energy for rural

areaso
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276. The basic action outlined above should be strengthened by parallel
action in the following order of priority%

(i) Training of research workers, engineers, technicians and
support staff

(ii) Information

(a) Creation of structures for the promotion of co-operation
among research workers and countries

(b) Measures to make government authorities and the general
public aware of advances in the field of solar energy and
related energies

(c) Exchange of ideas and expertise

(iii) Industrialization and extension

(a) Uee of local materials

(b) Transfer of technology

(c) Regional co-operation in the establishment of indigenous
industry and in the standardisation of equipment

(iv) Integration of research-development in industrial and social
matters.
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